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A familiar ight in outheastern and south central
Pennsylvania, theforebay barn is also found outside of
Penn ylvania in area eltled by migrating Pennsylvania
German pioneers. Wi consin, however, was not such an
area, yet a significant number offorebay barns were built
in e\ erallocation there, and a comparative study shows
striking imilarities between the Wisconsinforebay barn
and its Pennsylvania counterpart.
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The Pennsylvania Barn: It's Distribution and Diffusion
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Occurrence of earliest Pennsylvania Barns .

Domain -

Dense and continuous distribution of Pennsylvania Barns (Glass) .

Sphere - Scattered and disjunct distributions of Pennsylvania Barns
(Ludwig's Limit of Pennsylvania "Dutch" settlement).
Extended Sphere .

fiR

Major Pennsylvania Barn Regions outside domain:
a. Waterloo Co ., Ontario
c . Lancaster Region, Fairfield Co., Ohio
b. North Central Ohio Axis
d. Cass Co. , Indiana

~

Wisconsin Forebay Barn Regions: 1. Marathon - Lincoln Counties
2. Washington - Ozaukee Counties

•

One or more Forebay Barns sighted or reported .
Southern limit of Pennsylvania Barn in Southeastern Ohio (Wilhelm)
Allegheny Front
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PENNSYLVANIA
AND WISCONSIN FOREBAY BARNS
B Robert F. En minger

Koepsel Pomeranian stable (c. 1855), Old World Wi consin, Eagle, WI. Originally from Dodge ount,
WI.
The appearance of di tincti e regional architectura l
form in place remote from their original or "normal"
location would arou e the intere t of any keen oberver of land cape. The occurence of ignificant
number of forebay barn in e eral 10 ations in Wi on in i a ca e in point which will be examined in
thi report. Robert Ba tian, in 1975, directed attention to the forebay barn of adjacent Marathon and
Lincoln countie in Wi con in, noting their clo e reemblance to the traditional barn of outhea tern
Penn yl ania. I He concluded that any imilaritie
re ulted from independent but parallel development. 2
In thi report, we will reexamine thi hypo the i a
a nece ary fir t tep before developing other evidence
upporting a different po ition - that the barn in
que tion are in fact di junct Penn ylvania barn. We
hall al 0 examine other important di tribution of
forebay barn in Wi con in that have not been tudied
by cholar. In all of the e ca e , comparative morphological data will be pre ented along with hi torical
and migrational evidence to reinforce the idea of the
"Penn ylvania connection."
It is surpri ing to note that with the exception of
but a few cholar, almost no tudy of these unique
forms has been attempted. ) A recent article by Charle
Calkins and Martin Perkin doe examine the form
and origin of the Pomeranian stable of southeastern

Wi con in. ' Thi intere ting ernacular form bear
orne resemblance to the Penn yl ania barn and 0 cur
ju t north we t of Milwaukee in clo e pro imit to other
forebay barn . The example ho\ n in the te t, the
Koep el table ( 1855) located at Old
orld
i con in,
Eagle, Wi con in, re eal that Pomeranian table ha e
hort, three foot, cantilevered forebay remini cent of
Penn yl ania barn. They are, howe er, much maller,
are not banked, and have a different table arrangement. Comparing the Koep el table frame to the
frame bent pattern of nearby forebay barn ho\ n at
the end of thi report will re eal that totally different framing tradition were employed in each t pe
of tructure. There i al 0 a 30 to 50 year time gap
eparating them. Calkin and Perkin ha e documented orth German prototype (Pomerania) for the
table. They percei e no direct connection to the
forebay barn of the arne area. 5
The data for this report wa gathered during field
ur ey in Wi con in in July of 1980 and May of
1981. Other field surveys from Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Indiana, and Illinois which bear on thi topic will be
examined. Comparative morphological studies across
the above-mentioned region will be presented and appropriate information concerning Pennsylvania German ettlement there will be included. This evidence
will be analyzed and summarized as the resultant
conclusions are presented and defended.
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Marathon County porch (forebay) barn with supported
and arcaded jorebay and dormer gable.

Rakow barn, Marathon County showing jorebay joists
mortised into stable wall sill.

Central Wisconsin Forebay Barns

6. The term forebay or overshoot commonly heard in
Pennsylvania is not used in Wisconsin where porch,
shed, or lean-to is used instead.
The fir t tep in checking the validity of the above
tatement required a reexamination of barns in Marathon
and Lincoln counties. This region in north-central
Wisconsin extends from south of Wausau in Marathon
County to just north of Merrill in Lincoln County. It
continues west from this axi through five townships
covering an area of roughly 1000 square miles. A
town hip map prepared by Bastian in 1975 is currently
on file at the Marathon County Public Library in
Wausau. It defines the region and provides a count of
porch barn there; the count totals 125 barns. Others
not on the map which I observed to the southwest of
Wausau provide for an e timated total of 150 or more
porch barns. Some townships just west and north of
Wau au reveal a majority of barns having forebays or
porche thus generating a strikingly Pennsylvania-like
land cape!
My examination of numerou barn in this area disclo ed that most were very similar to each other in size
and form. All had stone basement walls with vertical
iding over frame uperstructures. All had deep (12
foot) forebays ( heds or porches) facing the barnyard
with doors to the stable u ually located under the forebay. Many also had a main stable door centered on the
gable end, e pecially when these walls were not below

It is indeed urprising to come across forebay barns
almo t one thousand miles from sou thea tern Pennsylvania and near the northern limit of agriculture in Wisconsin. In thi distant and disjunct location, Bastian' s
arguments appear to make ense as he empha ize differences between Pennsylvania and Wi con in forebay
barns. He does point out that the general external and
internal morphology of both barn i imilar. In particular, both barns use the forebay form which is called
a porch, shed, or lean-to in Wisconsin . 6 This forebay
or porch is the diagnostic feature of the Pennsylvania
barn. 7 Another key similarity is the ramp or banked
setting which provide access to the upper level of both
barns.
Bastian then proceeds to enumerate differences which
favor his contention that Wisconsin porch barns developed independently of Pennsylvania influence. He
lists the following points: 8
I. Many Wisconsin porch barns are con tructed with
light balloon frame while Penn ylvania barns are
made with heavy timber, mortise and tenon, wood
pinned frames.
2. Wisconsin porch barns always have end walls of
frame-above-stone basement walls while many
Pennsylvania barns have complete gable end stone
walls.
3. Forebay support joists on many Penn ylvania
barns are cantilevered back into the barn frame
eliminating the need for external forebay support.
Wisconsin forebays are always supported by a
series of wooden posts.
4. Many Wisconsin barns utilize dormer gables above
the forebay roof. The statement in this context
implies that Pennsylvania barns do not use this
form.
5. Wisconsin porch barns do not face south and east
as frequently as do Pennsylvania barns. Many
have the porch facing north and west, seemingly
reflecting the influence of roads aligned by the
township and range survey system.
100

Krausie barn (1912), Marathon County showing under
jorebay double "Dutch" doors and dormer gable.

JJerman c}/leld barn
(/90 ), IIIlCOIIl ol/nt , II/ hOll'lIlR thr /7II1g floor, mow, alld
h avy morU ed alld
plIlned frame.

ground level. All forebays were upported by a erie
of wooden po t which engaged the forebay girt. Forebay joist were not cantile ered back into the barn frame,
but re ted on the top of th e und erforebay table wall
whi ch was a l 0 made of SLO ne. [n so me ca e , the
forebay joi t were morti ed into a beam re ling on thi
wa ll. Picture provided in th e text hould clari fy the e
particular of barn morpho[ogy .
major variation a mong the forebay barn of thi s
region occur with roof ty[e. Gambrel roof appear
on barns built after 1905 . Gab[e roofs indicate ea rli er
barn althou gh no barn identified go back before
1896.
ome barns utili ze dormer gab les (centered
above th e forebay) which provide high openi ng for
expelling traw during machi ne threshing on the wagon
floor . All barn urveyed were either built into banks
or had ground ramp for acce to the second level
thre hing floor doors oppo ite the forebay. Large
barn of 100 to 120 feet had double thre hing floor
ometime separated by central ha y mows. The above
de cription co uld apply to man y barns in P enn ylvania.
It i ju t thi point which prompt a careful exa min ation
of tho e difference which ha e been cited to support
the evo lutionary the i .
Th e va t majorit y of Pennsy lvania barn were built
before 1880 and therefore utili ze a heavy frame of hewn
or awed, morti ed and pinned timber. Since the
Wi con in barn being considered were all built after
thi date, so me were constructed with Lightweight balloon
framing . Thi would hold true in Pennsylvania as well
where forebay barns which are still being built necessarily
utilize modern lightweight framing. Furthermore, all
of the Wiscon in barns I examined used heavy framing
techniques even though they were built after 1900!
Differences in framing technique do not, therefore,
provide a valid argument favoring an independent
evolution for these barns.

entral \\ I C n in
re ay arn have frame ,ble
end on tonc a emCnl \\ all a d m I laler Penn _ 1vam barn. ~Ian eighlo;nlh I mld-runclc~nth ccntUI}
barn In Penn}h nlu d ha\c cnd \\ \I
f I nc
he e \\ere built before the c \t
nr) \\
prohlbiu\c. ~I t barn in lhe
laIC an in
Penn yhaOia \\hl h \\ere buill
\\ere m dc
primaril} f \\ d.
mpanng Id t nc Penn} l\"aOl
barn LO mu h latcr WI
n in barn I n t a n\ inclOg
argument for their independent e\ lUll n.
Ithough m re foreba
in entr I \\ i n In f cc
north and e I than in Penn} hania, Ihe mal ril) d
Ih I r
face outh and ea I. ' Thi
barn in Penn I ania
ugge t a lfong Penn I ania Iraditi n in a regi n
here alignment b the 10\\ n hip and range
tcm
hould re ult in roughl equi alent number of h u c
and barn et parallel to the ardinal compa p inl .
traditional Penn I ania orientation to outh and ea t
can al 0 be obser ed in 10 a \ here Penn I ania
erman ha e ettled a LO n hip and range land cape. IO
Thu far the difference ited b Ba tian ha e not
held up under more inten i e e amination. There i
one that doe . The term fo reba (vorbau) and 0 erhoot (vo rschutz) con i tently u ed in Penn I ania are
not used or recogni zed by farmer in
i co n in. Thi
i not too surpri si ng, es pecia ll y when one di co er
that even in Penn yl ania traditional term deri ed
from German are being forgotten a the dial ect fades
into disuse. Although farm er from Penn yl ania mi grated to many regio n across th e Midwe t, the e mo ements were mu ch earlier than the appearance of the
forebay barn in ce ntral Wi co n in. Thi s sugge t that
the diffu ion vehicle was so mething other than dire t
importation by migrating peoples who would have
tran planted traditiona l term s along with their barns.

Berks Co unty, PA
barn; entrance 10 granary in fo rebay.
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Granary in jorebay; Fouche barn,
Wayne County, OH, dated 1878.
Berks County, PA barn showing
granary bins.

Forebay granary partitions; Smith
barn, Ashland County, OH (c.
1840).

One important - almost diagno tic - feature of
Pennsylvania barns is the location of the granary on the
upper barn level under the mow and in the forebay on
one or both sides of the threshing floor. Although
Bastian did not mention this key feature, it occurs in the
traditional Pennsylvania location in many of the Wiscon-

sin forebay barns I examined. Furthermore, the forebay granary is consistently found in Pennsylvania barns
from Ohio and Indiana to southern Wisconsin, thus
establishing a continuity of this morphological connection
from Pennsylvania to Wisconsin .

Granary in jorebay; Martin barn,
Washington County, WI (c. 1885).

Granary in jorebay; Goetsch barn,
Marathon County, WI (C. 1905).
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Harter barn Lehigh ounty, PA (c. 1870); dormer gable
above upport d and ar aded forebay.

elson barn, Blair ount, PA (c. 1 60); dormer gable
above upported and arcaded for ba .

A a prerequi ite for thi report, I ha e recentl
c amined late forebay barn in ea tern and entral
Penn ylvania.
triking fact i that many are irtuall
id nti al to the forebay barn of central Wi con in in
almo t all detail of morphology and con truction.
The photograph in the text comparing the e barn will
illu trate the following imilaritie :
1. Deep 12 foot forebay upported by po t .
2. orebay front iding i trimmed to pro ide an
arcade-like effect.
3. Forebay joi t re t on a ill atop the front table
wall and are not cantilevered back into the barn
frame.
4. Barn in Penn ylvania of thi period (1860- 1920)
may al 0 have dormer gable above the forebay
roof.
orne late nineteenth century Penn yl ania barn
utilize a large table door centered on the gable end
ba ement wall in addition to the opening under the
forebay. Thi plan- which differ from the traditional
Penn ylvania arrangement of having primary table
acce via 3 to 7 double "Dutch" door under the forebay-i very common to central Wi con in forebay barn .
The internal table arrangement i controlled by the
location of these acce door . A centered gable-end
door will lead into a nave-like center ai Ie eparating

row of tall.
i from the foreba ,then tall
are et at right angle to hort ai Ie leading ba k into
the table. The e ai Ie may join a ' feeding" ai Ie
along the back wall of the table.
he traditional and
early Penn yl ania plan ometime include a door
opening at one gable end of the ba ement wall hich i
not centered, but et near the back corner. Thi arrangement pro ided ai Ie for feeding a well a ac e
to the barnyard ia the forebay door. Although the
central na e plan appear to be mo t common in Wi con in today, the Penn yl ania plan ha al 0 been reported on earlier barn there. II
The central na e plan may ha e been carried to Wi con in along with the northern ba ement barn which
in ariably u e thi arrangement. The ba ement barn
i believed to have originated in up tate New York and
then to ha e diffu ed west acros northern Ohio, Indiana
and lIIinoi to Wi con in and Minne ota where it contitute a large proportion of two level banked barn .
It i not within the scope of thi paper to detail the
tory of the ba ement barn.
everal citations in the
end notes will provide ources for further investigation. 12
Ne erthele ,it is recognized that this form may have
contributed to barn traditions in all areas of its distribution which include the forebay barn regions of
Wiscon in. l)

New York (northern) ba ement barn in western Wisconsin
showing centered gable end stable access and ramp to
upper level.

Wayne Ziebell barn Marathon County, WI (c. 1904)
showing center aisle "nave" basement plan in a Wisconsin forebay barn. Mr. Ziebell provided photographs
and diagrams of the upper level which show this barn's
close correspondence in framing and form to other
forebay barns in the area.

Reifsneider barn, Berks County, PA (c. 1845) showing
enclosure of under-forebay area resulting in basement
barn form.

Reifsneider barn showing conversion to centered gable
end stable access and central nave basement plan.

Another, perhap better, explanation emerges when
one examines the stable arrangement of nineteenth
century barns in Pennsylvania that have been remodeled
for dairying in the early twentieth century by going to
the centered gable-end door and central nave plan.
This arrangement provides for efficient u e of space;
less in ai les and more room for stanchion permitting
a larger dairy herd. It al 0 allow for easier feeding,
milking, and manure removal, and is appropriate for
the maintenance of a large dairy herd. In earlier days
when horses, mules, cows and other farm animals were
housed together in the basement stable, separate exits
for the different stock made sen e and having various
doors under the forebay to the barnyard was the logical
plan.
Many barns in Pennsylvania which were remodeled
exclusively for dairying by employing the central nave
have also had the under-forebay space enclosed, eliminating the exits there. In effect, they have been converted from forebay to basement barns in keeping with
the new dairy function. The argument that Wisconsin
forebay barns are different from Pennsylvania barns
because they use the central nave plan more frequently
and have fewer exits under the forebay does not stand
up in light of the evidence above. The conversion
of many barns in Pennsylvania to a stable arrangement
similar to that of Wisconsin forebay barns during the
same period when these barns were being built or modified, indicates an accommodation to the requirements of
large scale dairying which was occurring at this time
across much of the northeastern United States. The
broad acceptance of a uniform basement morphology
could be due to the influence of various agricultural
publications of that period . 14 These journals provided
pictures, plans, and arguments in support of new barn
innovations. They also included traditional Pennsylvc:tnia barn plans, basement barn plans, and experimental
barn plans and specifications . They had, since the
mid-nineteenth century, served as a prime vehicle for
the diffusion of all types of agricultural ideas which
they carried to every corner of rural America. It is

therefore not surprising to find forebay barns being
built in the latter nineteenth century across a broad
belt of the Midwest, many of which employed the central
nave plan. In all of these areas, they are called Pennsylvania barns. In this context, the name Pennsylvania
barn should logically be extended to include the forebay
barns of central Wisconsin.
A key argument against evolutionary schemes must
be stressed. It is that evolution did not occur even in
Pennsylvania to create the forebay form. I cite my
own research, independently corroborated by Terry
Jordan, 15 which reveals that a fully developed prototype
of the Pennsylvania barn has existed in PriHigau, Canton Graubiinder, Switzerland, since the late sixteenth
century. 16 This forebay barn was transplanted to
southeastern Pennsylvania by Alpine Germans in the
early eighteenth century. It became the dominant
Pennsylvania barn by the early nineteenth century and
from its base diffu ed away from Pennsylvania first by
migrating Pennsylvania farmers and their descendents
and later via agricultural literature. It is these processes,
not independent evolution, which eventually resulted
in the establishment of the Pennsylvania barn in central
Wisconsin.
One final misconception which must be discussed
deals with Bastian's statement that most of central
Wisconsin's forebay barns were built by rural immigrant
carpenters who did not use blueprints and were not
familiar with the English system of measurements. 17
The settlement history of Marathon County is not consistent with this contention. The first farming pioneers
arrived in 1856. Many came directly from Pomerania
in North Germany to escape disruption and conscription
following the Revolution of 1848. 18 The forebay barns
were built 40 to 50 years later by the children and
grandchildren of the original rural immigrants. Evidence suggesting acculturation to English language and
tradition is supported by the fact that, in 1858, the
community of Marathon engaged a schoolmaster whose
contract stipulated that he teach German at least four
times a week. 19
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Hc.:u\) (im a
men ( rai c.: "l:fe rardy
f (hi carl) pc.:ri d "ac.:
u ing c \\ . h r c . pig,
heep, and e\'en chi en in (he
emen( (able . \l atn
table do r \\ ere under the shed (I reba)") pr \ Idtng
ac e al Ie t vari u It\e t ~ pen
he upper Ie\ el,
rea hed b} ban~ or ramp pp Ile the shed, c ntained
thre hlng flo r , \.. agon flo r ,h . m "'. and e tr
pa e In the foreba for tortng grain .
hI de rtpll n
would almo t e. a tl match the la} ut fan tradlll nal
Penn yl\.ant barn and trong! retnfor
m
ntenll n
that thi morphologi al ontinuity I a manife tall n f
the Penn yl ania onne lion.
Mr.
hield ha prepared blueprint
nd plan
f hI
brother' barn \\ hich ha\ e been repr duced 10 thl
report and er e to illu trate the repre entati e m rphology of barn of thi region.
he original tabl e
plan i from the memor
f dmund
hield in e the
ba ement \ a later remodeled e clu i el for dair ing.
tthi time , a centered gab le-end door a added along
with a central na e plan for greater efficien y.
rdere imilarl
ing to dmund chield, mo t local barn
modified.
pre iou Iy mentioned, thi aI 0 happened
in Penn yl ania and help to e plain the broad di tribution of central na e plan table in forebay barn .
It al 0 lessens the probability of influence on the
morphology of the e barn by diffu ion of the ba ement barn plan out of up tate ew York.

lIerman . chleld barn, LIncoln ounty, WI; upported
and arcaded jorebay wllh
under jorebay table doors.

Bertolet- oker barn, Berks
ounty, PA (1787); stairway
tojorebay.

orth erman and Pomeranian vernacular architectural form which could ha e been tran splanted to
entral
i con in eem to be lacking .
orne early log
cabin and log and tone three bay ground barn are
till tanding which date back to the pioneer period .
The e are typical of pioneer elliement acro s much of
the eastern and central United tates . The Pomeranian
table referred to earlier which wa e tabli hed in the
outhea tern part of the tate eem not to ha e been
brought to central Wi con in and, therefore, played no
role in any evolutionary progre sion to the large,
banked forebay barn being considered in thi report.
The mo t on incing e idence undermining the conept of independent e olution by i olated, rural immigrant come from inter iew with farmer and old
Slane
barn builder riding in the area. I was mo t fortunate Walls
to di over, in Lincoln ounty, outhwe t of Merrill,
WI, the Herman chield barn which ha a 1908 date
tone. Thi barn i repre entati e of the forebay barn
of the region and Herman chield, now 9 years old,
helped to build it as a young man. It was not con tructed
by immigrant arpenter but rather by a local barn
builder named Robert Hackbarth who con tructed
numerou hou e , barn , and fa torie in the area.
Many detail of the chield barn ha e been pro ided
by a younger brother, Edmund chield, aged 78, who
tarted carpentering a a young man in 1918 and who,
early in hi career, built por h (forebay) barns u ing
hea y timber framing. The following information was
gathered by phone inter iew and letters from Edmund
Schield during the fall of 1981. 20

HIELD BAR (1908)
HERMA
M errill, Lincoln County, entral Wi consin
Builder - Robert Hackbarth
Basement - originallayoUl
Plan by Edmund chield, Wausau, Wisconsin
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Christian round barn, Marathon Co unty, WI (1895) .
The most signi fica nt data provided by Mr. Schield
concern the local barn bu ilders o f the era , i. e. Robert
Hackbarth, the Nickle brothers, and the Himtz brother .
All were pro fes ional builders who supervised th e fabri cation of the barn fram e from sketches and plans.
They frequ ently competed with each other as teams of
farmers " raised the barns" in record times. Robert
Hackbarth wa the most exemplary of this group.
He read and spoke both English and Germ an and
was farrUliar with agricultural and profe sional journals.
He was a rna ter builder and contractor who put up
numerous forebay barns in Marathon and Lincoln
counties, but he also constructed many other buildings
including factories. He later became a machinist and
designer-planner for the Hurd Mill of Medford , Wi consin , where doors, windows, moulding , and other
millwork was produced and sold throughout the United
States. He was anything but a " rural immigrant"
carpenter.
The strong similarities among central Wisconsin barns
has been previously pointed out. This consistency
could derive from the above-mentioned practices and
skjlls of the professional barn builders of the area .
The presence of two round barns in Marathon County
provides additional evidence of the sophistication of the
early builders. The Christian barn northwest of Wausau is a case in point. It was built in 1895, before the
arrival of forebay barns in the area. 21 The complex
design and framing of such a structure would require
detailed plans and specifications plus the literacy and
skill to translate these into a finished structure. 22
It is obvious that these qualities were available in the
region at this early date and that they were employed
in the construction of the forebay barns which have
differentiated this landscape in central Wisconsin .

A nother view of the Christian barn .

Forebay Barns in Southern Wisconsin
A signi ficant distribution of forebay barns also
occurs in sou theastern Wisconsin just north of the city
of Milwaukee. This cluster is spread over seven townships (approximately 300 square miles) in Washington
and Ozaukee counties and consists of approximately
150 buildings. The map here included which details
this location, was prepared by Martin Perkins and
Charles Calkins. Although fore bay barns account for
only 15 070 of barn structures here, they represent one
of the most significant concentrations west of Ohio . 23
There are some important differences between these
barns and those in central Wisconsin. They are generally
smaller than those to the north and have much shallower
(3 to 6 foot) forebays. The forebay joists are cantilevered back into the barn frame with basement end
walls extended to support the forebay girt. No posts
are required to support a forebay of this design.
Banks or ramps provide access to upper level threshing
floors set between end mows, and a granary is typically
found in one side of the forebay. All barns surveyed

(used with permission of the authors)
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Type H jorebay barn, Washington County, southeastern
Wisconsin (c. 1890) with stairway to jorebay.

Double "Dutch" doors on Typ
Washington County, WI (1881).

H joreba

barn,

Leiby barn, Lehigh County, PA; Type H (1871) .

John Fouche barn, Way ne County, OH; Type H (1878).

had tone foundations supporting heavy timber mortised
and pinned frames. Stable access doors under the forebay with traditional Pennsylvania stable plans are common. Original double "Dutch" doors are sometimes
seen. Centered gable end stable access is also common and, as in other forebay barn regions surveyed,
signified a central nave basement plan. One barn
utilized a harness cupboard set against the inside under-

forebay support wall. This feature is found occasionally in barns in Pennsylvania. Another barn utilized
an outside stairway leading from the barnyard up into
the forebay. Thi s feature is quite common in the
barns of Lehigh, Berks, Lebanon, and Lancaster
counties in Pennsylvania. A date stone inscribed 188\
was seen on one barn indicating that the forebay
form appeared in southeastern Wisconsin somewhat
earlier than in central Wisconsin.

Old Schroyer barn near Pennville, Wayne County, IN;
Type H (c. 1860).

Type H jorebay barn, U. S. route 20, Stephenson County, northern Illinois (c. 1870).
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Schlittler barn, Green County, southern Wisconsin;
Type H (c. 1880).
The above description and accompanying photographs quite vividly reveal that the southeastern Wisconsin forebay barns are virtual replications of standard
mid-nineteenth century Pennsylvania barns. (Type H
according to the classification by Dornbusch and
Heyl. 24) This common type occurs across Ohio, Indiana,
northern Illinois and on into Green County Wisconsin .
A series of photographs in the text illustrates this
progression of forebay barns from Pennsylvania to
southern Wisconsin .
I call attention to the maps in this report which
depict the geographical distribution of Pennsylvania
barns. The forebay barns of Washington and Ozaukee
counties have been included in the extended sphere of
this distribution and lie just to the north of the sphere
of the Pennsylvania barn region which extends across
the midwest into southern Wisconsin. It includes the
eleven southernmost counties of Wisconsin which were
settled by significant numbers of Pennsylvania Germans
who had introduced wheat farming here by 1830. 2l
They also may have brought in the first Pennsylvania
barns and some are scattered across this region today. 26
The most interesting examples occur in Jefferson
County; I have identified three near the towns of
Jefferson and Sullivan. A check of the photographs
will reveal that they more closely match the appearance
and morphology of Marathon-Lincoln county barns
than do those in Washington and Ozaukee counties.
There is a good possibility that these could be prototypes of the central Wisconsin forebay barns. Other
interesting similarities occur in both locations. For
example, forebay joists are mortised into the sill above
the stable wall. This technique is sometimes used in
central Wisconsin, but is rarely seen in other states.
Its function may well be to insure a "tight" stable
in the cold climates of these areas . The use of posts
with arcaded framing to support the forebay with
three under forebay stable doors is also common to
both locations. These features can be seen in the
James Votsis barn (just north of Sullivan, WI) which
dates back to the 1870's and was formerly the Krohn
family farmstead. I have not been able to determine
108

Votsis barn, Jefferson County, southern Wisconsin
showing supported and arcaded forebay and dormer
above (c. 1870).
if the Germanic name Krohn is of Pennsylvania or
European origin. The barn does have a typical Pennsylvania type granary room in the forebay.
The presence of a dormer gable in the forebay roof is
also suggestive of a central Wisconsin connection .
The forebay barns of Marathon County are 150 miles
north of those in Jefferson County and also those in
the Washington-Ozaukee county cluster previously discussed. This appears to be a considerable gap until
one examines other forebay barn distributions plotted
on the map. Scattered and somewhat disjunct clusters
of forebay barns typify the pattern in the sphere of
the Pennsylvania barn across the Midwest. Evidence
connecting the Marathon County barn region to this
sphere in southern Wisconsin and elsewhere would be
very supportive of the premise of this paper - that
central Wisconsin barns are Pennsylvania barns. There
is some documentation which points in this direction .
The first case examines the early settlement of the
town of Marathon City. Although many settlers entering the area in the 1850's came directly from Germany,
the village of Marathon was planned in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, by a Catholic church group called "The
Pittsburgh German Homestead Society ."27 The members of this club had emigrated from central Germanic
Europe and, after working for years in Pittsburgh

Looking into forebay of the Votsis barn from the
threshing floor.
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date; h wever, a Link 10 Pennsyl ania had been I bUshed
whi ch laler mi ght erve 10 fa ililale
mmunicalion
and diffu sion from Ihal ource.
he e ond c e pre enl information upplied b
Alfred traub, hi torian, genea logist, and long time
resident of Marathon ity." In tracing the mo ement
of hi s ancestors - from Wurtemburg, erman, to
Il anoverlon, hio, in 1845 , a nd then to outhe tern
Wisco nsin in 1846, and eventuall y to Marath on ounty
in J 914 - we have an example of a typical migration path to Wi co n in whi ch con nect the forebay
barn region f ea tern Ohio to th e forebay barn region of outheastern Wi co n in and th ence to the forebay barn region of central Wi co n in. Mo e from
Wa hington, ond du Lac, and other outhern erma n
countie to Marathon ounty for chea per land were
common after 1870.
The third ca e refer to the Pennsylvania German
countie of outhern Wisconsin mentioned earlier.
There is documentation for overland movements directly
from eastern and central Pennsylvania to southern
Wi con in which peaked in 1860. 29 Jefferson ounty,
ite of the V.o tsis-Krohn barn discussed earlier, received
significant numbers of Pennsylvania pioneers during
thi period. We have already pointed out the morphological si milaritie between this structure and Marathon
ounty barns. Evidence connecting this belt to settlement in central Wisconsin would again reinforce the
concept of a connection to areas of Pennsylvania culture. Extension of the railroad into Marathon County
could be the key. The Milwaukee, Lake Shore and
Western Railroad reached Marathon City in 1890
and new settlers, including many from southern Wisconsin, came to the region at this time. 30 It was during this same period that the first forebay barns
appeared in Marathon County! All of this evidence
is circumstantial. However, the coincidence of these
various events - the arrival of new settlers; the construction of new, larger barns, many with forebays;
the introduction of experimental round barns; the utilization of knowledgable barn builders; an agricultural
technology shifting more intensely into dairying; new
railroad connections to the south - intensified those
processes of diffusion and migration which provided
potential vehicles to transmit ideas from many places
including those containing elements of Pennsylvania
culture.
The basic geographical-Ioeational information we have
been dealing with has been condensed on the map
included in this report. This map summarizes the
work of the scholars cited and includes data from
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majorit of
the rural inhabitant here are of Penn yl ania erman
background ."
Many of these were Mennonit and
Ami h who began ettling ayne ounty after the war
of 1812. B An inve tigation into the nineteenth century
expan ion of the United
angelical
hurch from
Lancaster, Pennsylvania , into Ohio and on acro the
midwest is one source which will re eal a tream of
Penn ylvania German migration . J6 Following the
American Revolution, it carried west acro
orbe
road into southeastern Ohio to Lancaster in airfield
County .17 The main tream moved through the
counties listed above and on across Indiana and Illinoi
into Iowa and Wisconsin .
We t of Ohio, the pattern of forebay barn consists of smaller and more scattered clusters trung
out along the migration routes we t. These include
a cluster in Cass County in central lndiana l l and one
along U.S. Route 6 in Elkhart and Marshall counties an area of Pennsylvania German and Mennonite sett lement in northern Indiana. )9 Widely scattered forebay
barns occur across northern Illinois a1mo t to the state
line thus completing a fairly continuous connection
between Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. Other, more
distant, occurrences of forebay barns have been reported
which are documented on the map .
The consistent correlation of forebay barns with
areas of Pennsylvania German settlement seems clear
enough. The frequent occurrence of forebay barns in
areas of later European Germanic settlement is not as
easily explained. An affinity for ideas from a sister
culture may be part of the reason, and the presence
of Pennsylvania German pioneers already living in these
areas would encourage such an exchange of ideas.
The versatility of the Pennsylvania barn made it suitable
for a wide range of changing agricultural practices.
The reputation of the Pennsylvania barn was actively
promoted during the latter half of the nineteenth
century by various publications which have already been
cited. A combination of the above factors may serve
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to explain the presence of Pennsylvania barns in locations far from Pennsylvania including those in Wisconsin we have been dealing with .

Postell Barn
(Circa 1865)
Zieglerville
Montgomery County
Pennsylvania

Forebay barn near Jefferson, Jefferson County, WI
showing under-forebay stable door and forebay joists
mortised into sill above stable wall (c. 1870).

~support
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Barn Bent Comparisons

One final type of evidence bearing on this tudy
will be examined. The configuration of the prefabricated, heavy timbered framework of early barns
is called the bent. Bent were pulled up from the
foundation and connected to each other with cross
girts to complete the barn frame during "barn raisings."
Bents show variation through time, from place to place,
and from culture to culture. Henry Glas ie has demonstrated the use of bent typology to compare barns
in Otsego County, New York. 40 I have included a
sampling of forebay barn bents from Pennsylvania,
the Midwest, and Wisconsin. A careful examination
of these will be necessary to benefit from the following discussion. Interior bents adjacent to the mow
have been used because they are always visible and also
show the position of the granary.

Ralph Kressley Barn
(Circa 1835)
Claussville
Lehigh County
Pennsylvania

~

forebay

~==!:.!===!~=~~:!!:l ~ granary
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Lester Harter Barn
(Circa 1870)
Lehigh Furnace
Lehigh County
Pennsy lvania
John Fouche Barn
1878
Creston
Wayne County
(north-central) Ohio
.,- forebay

Barn on
Old Route U.S. 40
(circa 1860)
(near) Arlington
Montgomery County
(western) Ohio
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Martin Barn
Washington County
(southeastern) Wisconsin
(Circa 1880)

Herman Schield Barn
Lincoln County
Merrill, Lincoln 1908
Plan by Edmund Schield
Wausau, Wisconsin
ovembef 1981
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The forebay barns of Pennsylvania show considera ble
vanatlon in pattern. Earlier ba rns (pre- 1850) tend to
util ize everal inner po ts to rein fo rce the ma in girt
wh ich typicall y is morti ed into plates on top o f the
end po ts. The inner po ts include vertical and diagonal
beam, or both, exlendi(lg fro m fl oo r to a secondary
girl two or three feet below the main girt to which
they al 0 may connect. T his very sturdy pattern extends fro m sou theastern P ennsylvania into central
Ohio. By the mid-nineteenth century, the pattern
was being simplified by the elimination o f some interior
posts a nd the secondary girt and going to one central
po t. This pattern extend s from Pennsylvania across
the Midwest to Wi consin .
Glassie suggests in his Otsego County study th at
bent configurations of northern barns (N ew York and
New England) derive from medieval English traditions
and therefore differ from those of P ennsyl vania . 4'
One fundam ental difference is the location o f connection of the main girt to the end posts. In traditional
Penn ylvania barn , articulation occurs on top of the
end po ts. In northern barns, it occurs six inches to
two feet below the top of the po t. 42 The econdary
girt is, therefore, eliminated . The use of one center
po t with mall diagonal braces between it and the main
girt is also diagnostic of the northern bent. A check
of Wisconsin barns reveals that the northern pattern
applies there. The logical reaction is to connect Wisconsin barn frame tradition to northern barns via the
basement barn from New York .
The story may not be that simple. In fact, the
northern bent is common in the Su quehanna Valley
of Central Pennsylvania from Schuylkill through Northumberland, Montour, and Columbia counties, and has
been observed in barn dating back to the 1840's.43
Furthermore, thi s same bent is found in ome barns
in Chester and Lancaster counties in sou thern P ennsylvania . It is even used in several disjunct P ennsylvania barns on the Eastern Shore of Maryland far from
a northern source region. 44 Such occurrences based on
preliminary surveys suggest a broad distribution for
this pattern in Pennsylvania . They cast considerable
doubt on northern claims as the exclusive source of
this type. The occurrence of the northern bent in
northern Indiana along the trajectory of Yankee diffu sion west from New York is more logical. 4 ~ Its
extension into Wisconsin appears to reinforce the idea
of ties to New York .
An examination of the bent pattern of the Nissel
barn (c. 1880) St. Marys, Pennsylvania, raises additional questions about the above ideas . Compare this
barn to the Schield barn in central Wisconsin or to
the Votsis barn in southern Wisconsin.46 Note that
all three bents are basically identical. The external
and internal morphology of the three barns is, therefore,
very similar . Forebay joists in the Nissel barn are
mortised into the sill above the stable wall as they are
11 2

Nissel barn near St. Marys, Elk County, PA showing
arcaded and supportedjorebay (c. l880).
in man y central Wisconsin barns. Mr. Nissel uses
the term " overshoot" for the forebay but sometimes
calls it the " shed ." The use of the Wisconsin term
is indeed surpri sing even though it may be coincidental.
A comparison of the Giger barn (central Pennsylvania)
and the Martin barn (southeastern Wisconsin) will
reveal a parallel set of similarities .
The surveys of bent patterns here presented are
broad, general, and admittedly superficial; much more
should be done. They do suggest, however, that patterns
are very complex - that simple djffusional progressions
do not always hold out. They also indicate that prototypes for the bent patterns of the forebay barns of
Wisconsin can be found in similar barns from Pennsylvania whi ch are generally earlier. This observation
lends additional support to the idea of the Pennsylvania connection .
Conclusion
The presence of forebay barns in disjunct locations
like Wisconsin could be due to various forces and
events: independent but parallel evolution; the diffusion and synthesi of barn elements from different
sources; the diffusion and relocation of the fully
developed Pennsylvania barn from its core in southeastern and central Pennsylvania or other secondary
locations in Ohio. In this paper, evidence based on
comparative morphology, spatial distributions and connections, migration and settlement hi tory, and comparison of bent patterns has been considered. Being
a native Pennsylvanian of Germanic ancestry, my
bias has favored the diffusion of the barn out of
region of Pennsylvania culture. Fortunately, the evidence here presented trongly upports this contention.
I recognize that synthesis of some elements, especially from New York state is a logical possibility.
Nevertheless, the per istence of the forebay barn in
association with Germanic people can be demonstrated
across thousands of miles from eastern Switzerland
to Pennsylvania, and to Wisconsin and beyond . This
has occurred in spite of competition from other two

level barns whi h d mmate ~lalJsticall . in many pia c
al ng th is traj ectory. 1 he f reba, while fferin
~ me advantage for protecllon and ~t rage, i not
that superi o r a form, r el c all tw Ie\'d arn
would have inc rporated it. Rather, it 1<, a trad1li n
that ha5> been rctai ned r adopted b pc pie
erm anic ance try and heritage. "Ir t InLrodu cd InL
01 nial Penn ylvania t 0 hundred and fift )ear
ago, the forebay barn as ucce fully modified and
utili zed for changin g agri ullural need. It ha al 0
been arried west for one thou sa nd mile and, in
entral
i co nsin, the viability and adaptabilit of the
Pennsyl ania barn continue to maintain a ignifi ant
inOucnce on rural land cape today .
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in the Settlement Landscape of Ohio, " Pioneer America, Vol. 9,
No. I (July 1977), pp . 62, 79; Wilhelm op. cit.; Schreiber. op.
cit.; RidJen, op. cit.; Bastian, op . cit.; Henry Glassie, "The Pennsylvania Barn in the South , Part II," Pennsylvania Folklife, Vol. IS,
No.4 (Summer 1966), pp. 14-20; Henry Glassie, "The Pennsylvania
Barn in the South, Part I," Pennsylvania Folklife, Vol. 15, No.2,
(Winter I 965-66), p. 9, footnote 2; Brian Coffee, "Nineteenth
Century Barns of Geauga County, Ohio" Pioneer America, Vol.
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10, No.2 (December 1978), p. 55; Charle va n Ravensway, The
ArT and Architecture oj German Selliements in Missouri, ( olumbia:
University of Misso uri Press, 1977), p. 269 ; David Sutton, " A Wes t
Virginia Swiss Community: The Aegerter Photographs of Helvetia,
Randolph ounty ," Goldenseal, Vol. 6, No.2, (April-June 1980),
pp . 9-22; Keifer, op . ci t.; Peter O . Wacke r, "Traditional House
and Barn Type in New Jersey ," Geoscience and Man , Vol. V:
Man and His Cultural Heritage, (Baton Route: Louisiana State
Univer it y, 1974), pp . 173-74; Do nald A. Hut lar, The Log A rchitecture oj Ohio, (Co lumbu : The Ohio State Histori cal ociety,
1977), p. 50; eo rge Fletcher Bennett, The Perennial Apprentice: 60
Year Scrapbook: Architecture 1916-1976, (Wilmington, DE: Tri
Mark Publi hing, Inc., 1977), p. 11 2; Roger A. Leet rna " The
Muskegon River Ba in Michiga n" (Ph . D. di ertation , University
of Michigan , 195 1), p. 99, Figs. 74 and 75 which provide views
of a farm in Clare o unt y, northern Mi chi ga n revealing a banked
barn with shall ow forebay supported by basement walls; Tom Cooper
Io wa's atural H eritage, Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation and the
Iowa Academy of cience, 1982, pp . 294-95. Picture of Amish
forebay barn north of Kalona , John o n County, ea tern Iowa ;
Ibid., p. 296, Thi area wa ettled by Amish farmer s from Pennsylvania and Ohio in the early 1840' ; forebay barns occur in Green
and Fayette counties in southwestern Pennsylva nia . Their prese nce
was first reported to me by Marguerite Keeler, curator of the
Folkcra ft enter, Witmer, Penn ylvania, and verified by LeRoy
Schultz of the University of We t Virgi nia who has urveyed barns
in We t Virgin ia and southwestern Pennsylva nia . M . Keeler has
al 0 identified several forebay barn in Monongalia County, West
Virginia, which ma y represent diffusion up the Monongahela
Valley from Pennsylva nia ; co nversa tion with Allen Nobl e in October
1981, in wh ich he reported seeing a large forebay barn just so uth
of Des Moines, Iowa ; conversation with Allen oble in Ma y, 1982,
in which he co nfirmed the ighting of forebay barn in Door
County, WI ; conversation with Karen Moore, native of Cumberland,
MD, in December 1981 in which she reported sighting forebay
barns in Garrett County, Western Maryland; My own investigations
of forebay barns at tidewater on the Eastern and We tern Shores
of Maryland was aided by Orlando Ridout of the Maryland
Hi torical Trust , Annapolis; The following citation recogni ze forebay barn occurrences which are not on the map: William Montell
and Michael Morse, Kentucky Folk Architecture, (Lexington : Uni versity Press of Kentucky , 1976), p. 78 . Statement that some bank
barns that occur in north-central Kentucky may have forebays is
vague and provides no specific locations; Jordan, in the article
and map cited at the beginning of this endnote has identified 2
forebay barns in east Texas beyond the coverage of this map;
Eric Arthur and Dudley Whitney The Barn, (Greenwich, Conn.:
New York Graphic Society, Ltd ., 1972), pp . 122, 132 show forebay
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barns from eastern Quebec al so beyond the coverage of thi s ma p;
the existence of a fo rebay barn in the Willamette Valley has been
veri fied by Allen Epp of th e Oxbow Museum at Aurora , Oregon .
This barn near Aurora, a region of ea rl y Pennsylvania settlement,
has been examined by Philip Dole of th e University of Oregon .
He dates the barn in the laller nineteenth century and hi s description of the structure suggests a standard Type H Pennsylvania barn;
forebay barns occurrin g outside the boundaries of the domain and
pheres have recently been reported to th e author. Hubert Wilhelm
at Ohio University has indicated that some do occur in southeastern
Ohio, so uth of hi s barn line as shown on the map . Herbert
Richardson of Glass boro State College, New Jersey, has identified
several forebay barns in Salem and Gloucester counties in so uth
Jer ey. William G. Laatsch of the University of Wi sconsin at
Green Bay has reported a group of forebay barns in those sections
of Kewau nee and Manitowoc counties, Wi sconsin which were sellied
by Bo hemian and Czech pioneers.
)l A. D. Graeff, " The Pennsylvania Germans in Ontario, Canada"
Pennsylvania German Folklore Society, Vol. XI (Allentown: 1946).
" Peter Ennals, " Nineteenth Century Barns in Southern Ontario,"
The Canadian Geographer, Vol. 16 (1972), pp. 265-69.
" William I. Schreiber, " The Pennsylvania Dutch Barn in Ohio,"
Journal oj the Ohio Folklore Society, Vol. 2 (Spring 1967), p . 15 .
" William I. Schreiber, Our Amish Neighbors (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1972), pp . 13-25, 49.
" Ludwig, op . cit. , pp . 45-50.
" Hubert G .H. Wilhelm, " The Pennsylvania Dutch Barn in Southeastern Ohio," Geo cience and Man, Volume V: Man and His
Cultural Herilage, (Baton Route: Louisia na State University, 1974),
pp . 155-62 .
" Su anne S. Ridlen, " Bank Barns in Cass County, Indiana,"
Pioneer America, Vol. VI , o . 2 (July 1972), pp. 25-43 . The
sketch of old Hymes barn bent is taken from thi s article.
" Wayne Kiefer, " An Agricultural Settlement Complex in Indiana,"
Annals Association oj American Geographers, Vol. 62, (1972) ,
pp . 494-500.
" Glassie, "Variation of Concepts," pp . 177-235.
"Ibid., pp . 220, 226, 228.
"I wish to acknowledge the help of Tom Umholtz of Valley
View, PA who has surveyed many early barns in Schuylkill County,
PA .
"Glassie, "Variation of Concepts," p. 207 .
"Field surveys in Cecil and Queen Annes counties in spring and
fall of 1981. Examination of Willis Redden barn, Ruthsburg , MD .
"Ridlen, op . cit.
"Diagrams and data concerning thi barn were graciously provided
by the owners, Mr. and Mr . James Votsis.

THE SOUTH MORAVIAN CHORAL GROUP S
1982 UNITED STATES TOUR

Stidmahrische
Sing- und Spielschar

Mem bers oj (h e ou(h Moravian musical group as embled a( (heir adopted F, ( (ad(
oj eislingen in WUm emberg, ready ( 0 depart .
ment , for thereby the a Quired both ba ic entertai nDie ad Mdhrische Sing-und piel char ( o uth Moravian horal, Instrumental and Dance Group) was
formed in tuttgart, Wilrttemberg , We t Germany, in
eptember 1952, by a number of refugee outh
Moravians. Their homeland - in the former outhem
udetenland of zechoslovakia, or in nearby Au tria wa eliminated when the map of Eastern Europe wa
redrawn after World War II. The German population from tho e areas which comprised South Moravia
in the 1930's and earlier, either moved out voluntarily
during fina l days of the war, or were bodily reettled we tward in 1945 in days immediately following
the war. For over eight hundred year, their people
had ettled, cu ltivated, and learned to love the area
of the T haya Va lley, ju t fifty miles (eighty kilometers)
north of Vienna. There they learned agricultural and
commercial procedu res, a nd also developed an inten ely
musical fo lk tradition a mong their farru lies. Nearly
everyone played some ki nd of small portable instru -

1982 USA Tour program used at each
stop. (Inside: map oj South Moravia
and schematic map oj USA tour; graphics
by Sibylle Kruck.)

ment a nd a 10 a l ocia l o he io n.
ot o nl
it
no rmal to e pe t that al l children o uld tak e mu i
lessons o n orne fo rm a l in trum ent , but , e en h ile
growing up , old er children taught ounge r bro ther
and iter how to pla y folk and fo rmal in trument .
While originall y the outh Mora ian horal Group
was compo ed entirely of nati e-born from that region,
the po t-war regional mixture in outh ermany now
works again t that. They do continue to ha e a heavy
repre entation of de cendant of that ba ically udeten
German group. All three founders of the Spiel har Rudl Bar , Walter G tettner and Herbert We ely were born in the chief outh Mora ian community.
of Znrum, while Han Proksch, horal Director for
the first twenty years, came from 19lau . Widmar
Hader, musician, compo er and current director who
led the United State tour, was born in Elbogen a,d,
Eger.

Widmar Hader leading the choral singing, Ne w Goshenhoppen Park.
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One of the goal of this South Moravian musical
group ha been to travel abroad in order to participate
in folk cultural festivals. Another is to go at the
invitation of interested groups in other countries who
wish to meet them and thus to learn more about the
South Moravian musical and cultural heritage. The
late-twentieth century world seems to agree that personto-per on contacts are incalculably valuable; so also,
the po ibility of eeing people in everyday home situations provide handsome exchange dividends. The reputation of the SpielSchar as purveyors and practitioners
of the fine t in folk and formal musical traditions
ha grown rapidly.
Within two years of the date of their founding,
they journeyed to Finland to sing in 1954 (and went
again in 1962) with another Scandinavian trip to Norway
in 1961. Other singing tours of the 60's held clo er
to home, with vi it to Austria in 1963 and 1967, and
in 1969, into the South Tyrol.
During the 70' ,thi performing group really broadened their horizons with mu ical tours to England,
to Brittany in France, and, in 1976, to Brazil. From
an outsider' point of view, I have the feeling that
the e trips were highly succes ful, and it was presumed
that a similar mu ical trip into Czecho lovakia in
1978 would be the same. Moreover, such a trip
would initiate Iron Curtain nation contacts and provide an opportunity to vi it the area which had
been the "Old Homeland." On prior travel, however, a major degree of their success had been based
upon per onal contacts and exchanges of ideas. That
plane of activity, cut out of excur ion to East Bloc
countries, changed the complexion of their tour and
made it less of a success. To be reduced to the
status of simple vi itor wa not what the SpielSchar
members had in mind, though obviously to see the
old home locations would bring nostalgia to some.
Or would it? What they really noticed, what travel
through the former Sudeten lands and old birthplace
revealed, was the major change that politics had
brought about.
In 1980, on a subsequent tour of Hungary, Rumania, and Jugoslavia, major obstacles aro e over
their wish to perform unconventional musical materials,
and the tour of Rumania was curtailed. For the
South Moravians, members and leaders alike, the receptivity of the Franciscans in Northern Jugoslavia
compensated for the other difficulties of this trip.
But by all means and in every way, the most ambitious project, meaningful goal and crowning achievement of these South Moravian musicians, was their
United States tour of summer, 1982. Its importance
stemmed not only from the fact that it was a visit to
the USA (where they would see results of the Spiritual
Moravian Brethren who had settled and colonized more
than two hundred years before) but the year itself
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would mark the thirtieth anniversary of the group's
founding .
The rationale for the invitation to Siid Mahrische
Sing-und SpielSchar to participate in the U rsinus
College program and be housed in residence facilities
was simple: they will be in America and can contribute
to the program in several ways; since the SpielSchar
is pressed for a single central location while on tour
in the USA, and college dorms are available during
summer vacations, we benefit mutually. Much of this
worked out, but some aspects of the cooperation
revealed more divergence than reinforcement. In
general both parties profited much.
The Penn ylvania German Studies summer course,
SEMINAR 421-423 Comparative Dialect Poetry wi
Translations, ran from Monday 12 July to Friday 30
July 1982. During that last week, while the South
Moravians were in residence in Collegeville, a valuable
input resulted. Since all of that select number of
student then in the course had already earned Masters'
Degrees, they found the additional examples cited by
Widmar Hader and performed by his group to be
e pecially valuable. Further comments appear at an
appropriate spot in the schedule of the South Moravian
Sing-und SpielSchar USA Tour.
On 24 July 1982, the Siid Mahrische Sing-und Spie/Schar departed from Frankfurt on its three-week tour
of east-central regions of the United States, particularly
area where German groups had ettled during the past
three hundred years. Since the cultural media-art,
education and music - had been important to many
of the Germans in Pennsylvania ettlements, the vast
majority of the South Moravians' efforts would be
centered here.
Landing at J. F. Kennedy Airport in New York at
the end of a flight from Frankfurt, the singers joined
Franz and Katharina Streitwieser, and daughter
Christiana, to motor to Pennsylvania' Lehigh Valley.
The Choral, Instrumental and Dance Group could not
have wished for a more beautiful nor more appropriate
tart for their USA Tour than to begin in Bethlehem.
For here it was that, in 1740, the Moravian Brethren
under Count von Zinzendorf founded a religious community; from tho e beginnings a community ha continuously functioned there and religious followers of
von Zinzendorf are still called Moravian in America
today. Bethlehem in the eighteenth century wa also a
musical center and ha been famous for things musical
over the decades. Indeed, they were among the very
first in America to hold concert of classical music, and
works by some of the greatest European compo ers
were performed here for the very first time in America:
pieces by Bach, Haydn and Mozart, among others.
Oreat works of art in painting by Johann Valentine
Haidt were also to be found here where he painted
them; his style was far above any American con-

R( corda /!n\ ",/11 : I. to roo IfII~nd I/a/it r, f. <lIlt r,' J III t r LII a\
and j\/artlfl R hr, rll",,,,horn,' AIlIll'ftt' Rtlftr. orlh II; I rail::'
.~tr 1fh'/l'\l'r and [~ \'a Krlle ,hlo( j1ole.

ore rhe
Marlin Rosier leading th e recorder en emble.
Ihree vi ible ba recorder on Ihe righl .
temporary, quite imilar to M ora ian formal mu ic
written and performed in the neighborhood. Toda,
Mora ian are al 010 ated in other to n they founded:
azareth, Lititz, and mmau in Penn yl ania and
Win ton - alem in orth arolina.
The fir t public appearance of the piel char in
merica wa at unday mornin g church er ice in the
ma ive entral Moravian hurch in Bethlehem, on
25 Jul y 1982. There they ang Oh Falher of All
Goodn
by Andreas Hammer chmidt, udeten German
Baroque ma ter , and two motet with orche tral accompaniment, written by Ameri ca n Moravian Bret hren:
hri tian ragor' Glory 10 God and R ejoice, Thou
Lamb' Beloved Bride, b Johann hri tian Till (b.
1762 Gnadenthal / d . 1844 Phila .) who e father came
from Kune, aid in Mora ia. In trumental occa ional
mu i performed aloin luded Heinrich Biber' onala
pro Tabula for tring and recorder, and Gottfried
Finger'
onala in D -Major for Trumper and String,
\ ith Franz treitwie er a trumpet oloi t.
happy con equence of the performan e in Bethlehem wa the opportunity to meet Ri chard and Monica
hantz, both organi t and hoir director at Mora ian
ollege and at entral Mora ian Church . They plan
to tour outh Germany in 1983, with tuttgart a a pan
of their itinerary.
unday Evening, 25 July 1982, Die iid Miihrische
ing-und pielSchar pre ented a program of folk and
formal mu ic in Pro er Auditorium at Mora ian
College. Thi wa to be the tandard fare of their
tour, and with each appearance word of the excellence
of their performance grew. Enthu ia tic applau e wa
generously sprinkled throughout the e ening' program
a appreciative audiences Ii tened to both cheerful
and haunting music most professionally performed.
From the time of their appearance on the Moravian

The Iring en emble accompan ing Ihefolkdanc r .
ollege ampu, ord pread, pre edin g them t man
of the 10 at ion at hi h the later perf rmed .
meri can audien e are ometime reg rded a
ome hat
immo eable; the piel char eem not to ha e enountered that on of re eption at all and, a relati e
and friend told a quaintance of future appearan e ,
on at lea t two 0 a ion performance had to be mo ed
outdoor on hort noti e be au e of the pro pe t
of 0 erOo
ro d in the fa ility \ here the program
had originally been chedul d.
The program genera ll proceeded in lhi (or a imilar)
manner : t or nea r the tan of the prog ram , two or
three Latin ong from the ourteenth or ifteenth
entury were played, followed by mu ic from the Middle Age from the Prague ode
I
9.
II that
cau ed great tir and e citemenl. Many que tion were
po ed during intermi ion, or in hallways, or after
performanc , concerning the mu ic, mu ic manu cripts ,
the antique inst rument or, indeed, about the performer.
ot only did the krummhorn , korlholt,
palter, portati e, drum and old-time cornet fa cinate
the Ii tener, but in many way the ancient in trument
rai ed mo t eyebrow. The large recorder en emble
under the leader hip of Martin Ih ler , included, among
other , four ba recorder, which are carcely known
and rarely heard in the U A at all. Thi en emble
wa impre i e for its preci ion and clarity as the
player performed old and new mu ic by Chri toph
Demantiu and Heinrich Biber, a well as mu ic from
a uite of outh Moravian folk themes composed by
Widmar Hader him elf. A tring ensemble of other
performer joined the recorder ensemble for some of the
piece. The tring ensemble al 0 pro ided a light,
energetic accompaniment to the folk dances and the
folk ballet, as well as to several other formal pieces
by Johann Caspar Horn.
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Songs which the chorus sang included items by
Gregor Pe chin (a ixteenth century composer from
Heidelberg), Franz Slawik (last music director at Znaim)
and music written by Rolf Hempel who currently
teache at the Stuttgart Conservatory of Music. More
than from the pen of any other composer, however,
the South Moravian Choral Group has sung the music
of it leader, Widmar Hader, who is also the arranger
of a great many folk tunes and country concepts from
the South Moravian pirit. Hader's music is lilting,
precociou ,and entimental, yet it strides along with
a driving beat which per ist through an entire series
of variation. Hader, in short, seems to have caught
that element so difficult to define, the very essence
of the folk drive in folk mu ic. Hi lively arrangements, played presto, strike a spark with the audience.

The attendants of Vanity deliver her chest which holds
the temptations that are set before the peoples of the
world. (Photographed by Charles Steitz, Jr.)
Since the South Moravian musicians both sang and
danced to melodies from Widmar Hader compositions,
those performers were able to contribute to the feeling
of the occasion also. From the American audiences
who attended and heard the singings, and especially
from persons who speak the German language, the clear
articulation and clear bright sound of the chorus was
repeatedly praised. Moreover, the singers knew their
parts and did not have to sing from sheetmusic.
Dances which regularly appeared on the program included three from W. Hader's scenic cantata of a decade
ago, At the Znaim Wine Pressing: Treskow Minuet,
Llineburg Windmill Dance, and the Hunter-Nines.
At nearly every engagement participating personnel in
these dances changed, so that almost everyone took
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part, at least so far as possible. At each location, the
dances were subject to local variations as the size and
shape of the dance-floor or the dancing-space varied.
Dance rehearsals were the responsibility of Eva Kruck,
who was also responsible for the rotation of personnel
and to take into account the limitations of stage or
lawn. The dances always seemed to stand at the center
of attention, not only because of the intricacy of move·
ment and the flow of action, but also as a result of the
interest created by the vibrance and color of the South
Moravian costumes.
At the heart of the program, and certainly chief
among the specialties of the entire South Moravian
performance, was the folk ballet On Vanity, which
first appeared in 1663 and was written by Johann
Casper Horn for students at the University of Leipzig
to perform. Horn (b. 1636 Chemnitz / d.I722 Dresden)
was descended from a South Moravian family, though
his father came from Feldsberg, just within the Lower
Austrian boundary. The orchestral suite to which the
ballet was to be danced, was the very last so used in
the Germanies.
But that posed a major problem since there were few
clues as to how the ballet On Vanity should actually be
danced. Christiane Kirchner of Munich, after years of
research and study, settled upon a choreography which
she believes does solve these problems. This is the
program which the SpielSchar dances today. The rehearsals and experimental performances were carried
out in accordance with Kirchner's directions and sugge tions which she laid out in particular for the South
Moravian Choral, Instrumental and Dance Group.
Skull sessions were carried out during which Kirchner,
Rosier and Kruck, the three principals involved, ran
over the music, the tage business, and the personnel as
it changed from scene to scene.
Since this is folk ballet and not classic ballet, there are
time when the combination of music and dance
action appear to approximate some of the early
operatic efforts, but with dance substituted for singing.
This is a blend of story-business dance and showpiece dance. Supporting parts are tailored so that
succeeding dances all contribute a bit to the spotlight solo dance of Vanity, crux of it all.
All of the co tumes for the production were created
and sewed by SpielSchar member from designs created
by Sybille Kruck; all properties were constructed according to models built by Michael Nickel and produced
himself; the music was arranged by Gottfried Till
and Widmar Hader from instruction in the unique
copy found in the library at Uppsala (Sweden) and
adapted for performance as a stage-piece. Microfilm of that item was consulted in the German Institute for Music Research at Kassel. Finally, after
that full year of rehearsal-time and preparation, The
South Moravian Singing, Instrumental and Dance Group
was able to present, for the first time since Horn's
own lifetime, his ballet, On Vanity.

In ~i\ '>cene) the balkt dem n trate.: h ~. In timc.
anll affe u. the whole " rid; h \\ C\e.:n
uth
thro " away their garlands of n We.:r and dfL t~mpte.:d
to reach f r go ld en cr \\ m; ho" Ri ing C rde.:r cm brace Il; ho\\
tate\
0\\ t
it; and the \\01 ' in
\\ hl ch co nceit \\ III even elebrate it~ triumph
\ e.:r
death.
nl y children at pia) fall t fall under \ anit)'
enticement!> and prevail ver her In the end \\ he.:n the
ball f a child trike
anit)', \\ ho fall<, t the gr und,
ca rryin g her e ntire retinuc "ith her .
delheid ru J.. alternated In the
Karin R ler and
lead r Ie of anity from o ne perf rman e t the nc\t;
together, their int e rpretati o n inspired the entire ballet
as they led a ll tent -eight member of th e mu I al
g r up ho ompo ed the ballet troup to a plendid
ucce s, achi eved in co ncen ith the fe ti\al or he tra .
ngelika Feichtma r anT hro ug ho ut the program,
n unced
a nd
fa uill e
pea k .
" pecia ll y aluabl e in getti ng to und er ta nd a ountry
a nd its peo ple, i pri va te ac o m o d a tio n of gue t b
ho t fami lie. Thu at e e ral pl ace o n th e tOur Baltim o re, Wa hin gtOn, Philad elphi a, Bethl ehem vi it with fami lie produ ced th e kind o f friend hip
that, hopefull y, wi ll remain valuable to all co ncern ed .
Du ring what mo t con idered to be an all -to- ho n
tay in Beth lehem , PA , the o u th Moravian found
o me time fo r ight- eei ng through that community and
into neighbo ring Mo ravian locations, including azareth .
T here th ey had a n op port un ity to becom e acquainted
with Dr. Lo th a r M adeheim , of the Mora vian Arc hi ve,
a erit a ble so urce of d etai ls about the Moravians .
He not o nl y led a fact-fi ll ed tour, but he al 0 pell ed
o ut a li ving d esc rip t io n of the ear ly hi tory of the
Mo rav ia n C hurc h in P ennsylva ni a .
Another ide-trip too k the vi it ing m u icians to orth eas t Phil ad elphia whe re they were the g uests of the
Germ a n- Hunga ria ns (Do na u-Sch waben) a nd performed
a t their pacious cen ter to a sizea ble au d ience . Their
pre ident, And y W eyerha use r , welco med the many
Philad elphi a Ge rma ns who atten ded a well as those
o f differing nationa liti es a ltoget her , w ho eem ed to enj o y the performance no neth ele .
The lo ngest time spent in o ne pa rticula r livi ng quarter wa the location o f th e So uth M oravia n g ro up in
Beardwood and Pai ley hall o f U r inu Co ll ege, where
they maintained continuou s res id ence in d or m itory
rooms while movin g about for one- ni g ht per fo rmance
over the Pennsy lvania co un t rysid e . The arra ngem en t
worked well and students from the co llege umm e r
course provided exten sive con ta ct for m ember of the
Stuttgart Group; even a Japanese Pro fessor of G erman, Profe sor Takao Hirama (who was attached t o
a Japanese study group in American Studies at Ur inu
College) met with the Germans and travelled occasionally
with them.
During the final week of the Pennsylvania German
Studies Seminar 423:Comparative Dialect Poetry, Widmar Hader gave a lecture, "Eastern German Folksongs in Dialect - Today and Yesterday. "
The
South Moravian choral group also participated , pre-
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n Kroft,
d n Lei tl n nur de r Reben oft.
Drum d aun k ho lt Oll al g uada hri t,
da d u ka Rind iech \ o rdn bi t.

o en - Ro und
[Te t fro m in cripti o n in a \ in e e ll ar
in o u[h o ra ia. ]
at er gi e th e 0 e n tre ngth
M en get th eirs from \ in e, a t le ngth.
o thank your God m o t heanil ,
H e mad e you m o re than bea t to be!
C H O RZ
D KE R C H T
Schworz an de Ker chIn, ihr ko nnt mas glaubn ,
so san meiner H erzliab tn ihre ug n .
lhre Zahnd a n 0 \ ei s \ ie a Elfnban
ihr Flei ch is 0 hort wi e a toa.
St riali. rialjo, strialio, trialio , aho!
D rum an jo die Bua m o ll i neidi mir
u nd i ko n n jo meiner Seel n ix dafUr,
da ihre Augna 0 kerzngrod
auf m i a so hergwo r fa hot.
Striali, rialjo, tria li o, t rial io, aho!
T H E C H E RRI ES ARE BLACK
[B ratels brunn m elody]
T he c herri e a re black , th a t yo u ca n belie e,
And so ar e m y Sweethea rt's b rig ht eye
H e r teet h a re as w hit e as a fair y-trai l
She is pleasi ngly plump , all t he w h ile!
Striali , ---- .
All a bout , the b oys stand rig ht next to m e ,
I don 't kno w m y true feelings for t hem ;
But their eye they just fi x upon me,
That t hey look me through and through.
Striali, ---- .
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Video-tape cas ette were made for co llege class
us , and on the folk dance videotape the SpielSchar
did the Keltertanz (Wine- tomping Dance), Treskower
Minuet and other folk dan ces under professional
direction in the televi ion tudio of the college. A
econd taping es ion permitted the production of
Horn' ballet, On Vanity, for which even the best
capabilitie of brand new camera were trained to the
limit in televi ing. A camera men , Edward Stemmler,
Joyce Henry a nd I pu hed the apparatu to the limit
and beyo nd , to give the troupe what they de ired on
ca mera . One mi ght ay that the apparatus exceeded
opies of the tape
it pecified limit in the proces.
were furni hed to the mu ician group. Moreover,
given all the co ncomitant difricultie of production,
we now have a tape in the video cassette library
[PG ] not only of the ballet, but of the ballet with
both Karen R6 ler and Adelheid Kruck in eparate
performance as prima ballerina dancing Vanity'.
A econd pecial meeting of the c1as brought student
to observe a full morning rehear al and to que tion
and di cu
the interrelation hip of mu ic, dialect,
dance and the entire run of tage art. The Spiel-

Schar did rehearse som e folksong and folkdance, but
in particular, adjusted the production of their folk
ballet, On Vanity, to the dimen sion s and limitations
of the stage and props in Wismer Hall. Class members felt especially privileged to observe the practical
operation of the troupe and the solution of special
problems, as when a compromise was finally reached
to provide extra space for the ballet orchestra in an
improvi ed stage pit.
The evening performance in Ursinus College's Wismer Hall was a tour de force. All seats were occupied and standing room overflowed so no single place
remained empty. Given that encouragement, the
horal, Instrumental and Dance Group performed
surperbly, buoyed along by the hearty enthusiasm of
their audience. In hi s brief words of thanks and
appreciation, college president Richard P . Richter expressed hi s delight at uch a fine performance . He
noted what kind of positive expression was possible
without electronic components, and lauded the benefi cent effect mu sic has upon peoples. After the performan ce, refre hments were served and a small German-American brass band played on the lawn outside
the rooms of Wismer Hall as some danced and others
conversed.

Preparation for videotaping; Dr. Joyce Henry applies
make-up to Beate Steinhauf as Waltraud Stroh/e, Volker
Luka , Susan Loewe, and Volker Hoffman (obscured)
look on. Hader and Parsons confer about settings
while Ed Stemmler (for left) prepares video camera.

The two prima ballerinas, Karin RosIer (top)
and Adelheid Kruck caught on the television
screen in the videotape cassette version of
Horn 'sfolk ballet, De La Vanile.
Folk Dance, Treskower Minuet, in the videotaping
sludio, Ritter Hall, Ursinus College. Volker Lukas (c.)
facing camera, looking loward Adelheid K.ruck and
Marlin RosIer, thosefaces visible.
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near Int crc urse, P .
th e farm and abo met
mos i her, his ~ ns, and
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he e changed IOglng
of spiritual ongs: the
uth
ang h)mn
and folk so ng and th e four mi h farmer re ponded
by singin g from th e Ausbund, their or hip-h)mnbook,
in a mo t impre si e manner . The outh
o ravian al 0 visited the phrala
loi ter, toured the
Moravian center at Lititz, and paid a i it to Longwood
arden s and the Winterthur botani ca l center
on the Delaware- Pennsy lvania line.
ing
o llegeville as ba e, the inger al 0 went to Ro e Tree
edia, tra burg, Pott town and ast Green ille to
perform.
In the open air park at treitwieser' s Trumpet
Mu eum, nestled against a hill side, the performance
of unday, I August, wa a delight. The folk
so ng and dances in a fre h rural setting ga e just
the proper tone to the entire production. Once again,
the components here combined to bring out the best
of performers and production: the day was bright
and sunny; old friends and acquaintances, the Streitwie er , were host for the occasion; and for an initial
outdoor performance on tho e grounds, a crowd which
taxed the capacity of available chairs to seat all tho e
who arrived filled everyone with delight. Among the
many friends who appeared at that performance were
Hermann Jager and Hermann, Junior, of Bad Bergzabern in the Palatinate.
For the Tuesday evening performance sponsored by
the Go chenhoppen Hi stor ians, Inc ., original plans
to perform on the indoor stage in Red Men' Hall,
Green Lane, PA, were changed a few days before the
how when it became apparent that too few eats
were available there. Instead, the site was moved to
the band hell in the New Go henhoppen Park, Ea t
Greenville, where afternoon rehearsal drills attempted
to olve problem of a narrow stage and a cantankerous
public addres sy tern. The quite minimal depth of the
stage tested the skill and the ingenuity of dance
choreographers, but the elevated band shell provided
marvelous acou tics.
The New Goshenhoppen Park church picnic grounds
provided such relaxed and homey late afternoon and
then quite appropriate evening accomodations, that it
was a near-perfect setting. The Stuttgart singers and
dancers performed there as though inspired, a fact
which may be almost visible in the photography produced on that occasion. Charles Steitz, local photographer, took numerous camera shots (some of which
appear in this issue) and Paul Hausmann acted as
spokesman for the Goscheohoppen Historians. Thankful for the many blessings they had received, the

Paul Hausmann, repr enling lh e Go chenhopp n Hislorians, ho I jor the a I r nVille p rjormafl ,
IV Icome
Widmar Hader,
n eltka
uc!tlmay r and
Ihe horal and In trum flta!
region on their
Tour .
outh Mora ians ga e t 0 additional performan e in
the near neighborhood . The fir t was at Manatawny
Manor, a retirement Hom e near Pott to n, hile the
econd isit was to Kimberton Hill, a retarded hild ren' elliement, west of Phoeni ille.
One pecial e ent held on the college campu a co ered -dish picnic which introduced 10 al Penn 1ania Dutch food pecialties to the i itors - pro ided
a fine chance for relaxation and fellowship, for the
exchanging of idea, and for town people and i itor
to become better acquainted . Penn yl anian who
wi hed to meet the Germans brought family and friend
along, and from mealtime until well after du k,
enjoyed food, stories, joke, spontaneous folk dances,
and folk singing.
South Moravians and P ennsylvanians alike commented on the pleasant congenia lity of the arrangement and the advantage of using college commu nity
facilities for such a travelling troupe. Beardwood Hall
of Ursinus College (and the corner of Paisley Hall
along with it) where all forty of the South Moravian
Song, Dance and Instrumental Group lived together
for much of the two-week visit, afforded them more

Folk Dance: The Jager- euner [Hunting- inesJ during
late rehearsal and photo session, ew Goshenhoppen
Park. (Photographed by Charles Steitz, Jr.)
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time together than they generally have at one time,
even on the monthly rehear al week-end in Stuttgart
during the year. That the South Moravian felt a
pecial tend erne for the home at Ur inu in Co llegeville, became evident in many ways as time grew
hort. Perhap
va and Adelheid Kruck expre ed it
be t, well after their return to Germany, in a note
ent back for the holiday : "The co ll ege wa the best
[location] we had had on our tour. We a lways
thought that we were at home. We never had had
uchluck."
Before the final departure of the outh Moravians
from ollegeville on 7 Augu t 1982, members gathered
after breakfa t and prepared to ay their "good-bye."
True to their tradition , they warmed up in the morning with a friend hip folkdance and severa l Ab chiedslieder [folk ong of parting]. After announcing that
they were about to pre ent a pecial gift, Widmar
Hader and Eva Kruck led a n old Eng li sh folkdance,
"The Parson ' Dance," which Adelheid Kruck had
choreographed utili zi ng ideo yncracies and personal
ge ture of the profe or. Everyone lau ghed until
they cried.
uch moment are evane cent; no camera,
nor even tape recorder captured it, but tho e who took
part will remember that moment for a long time.
Bu now packed with performance-gear, the Stuttgart
ingers boarded and headed for point
outh; they
arrived in Maryland that evening. A further highlight
of this tour wa an appearance for The GermanAmerican Citizen A ociation at the University of
Maryland-Baltimore. To this Maryland performance
came Dr. Frank Scimonelli, of Washington, D .C., a
peerless performer, world-famou on the po thorn.
cimonelli had been a leader of bra chamber mu ic
at the Fifth udeten German Music Day in 1982;
this evening he poke extra word of praise and greeting.
He had particularly glowing comm ent to make abo ut
Widmar Hader as compo er, director and multi-talented
innovator.
The final three days of the journey through the
east-central United States were spent in Wa hington,
D .C. and Alexandria, Virginia. Additional performance were given at Hi sto ric Fort Ward and at
the Open Air Theatre of Alexandria Market, where
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local musicians added to the program. For a variety
of reasons, original plans to continue south into Salem,
North Carolina, were abandoned, of necessity, as an
early judgment in tran s-Atlantic planning.
Further honors awaited the South Moravian Choral
and Dance Group upon their return, just a s they had
already been awarded recognition by the Town of
Gei slingen and by the Organization of South Moravian
Germans , a Prize for Cu ltural Achievement. In Sel-'tember, anniversary fe stival and special program combined recognition joined with their own concert efforts
in the Mozart Hall of the Stuttgart Academy of Music.
In Pennsylvania, formal as e sments al so followed, and
a ummary and final recommendation report fully
complimented the SpielSchar and "the grand success"
of the tour. Of greate t la ting benefit were the class
encounter and the cassette re ults, both audio and
video. In sum, on both ides of the Atlanti c the tour
wa considered to be a major uccess!
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PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN BRAUCHE
'TO CHARM'
AND HEBREW BERAKHAH 'BENEDICTION·
A NEW ETYMOLOGY
B ) J ohn R. Co t llo
§ l. Introdu ction
In this paper I offer e idence that the root of the
Penn ylva nia erman ord brauche 'to charm' i a
borrowing, via Yiddi h, of the Hebre
ord berakhah
'benediction. I
or tho e not familiar ith the Penn ylvania erman erb brauche 'to harm' or ome of
it derivative
like Brauch er 'po
0
doctor' and
Brau herei 'powwow, the practice of charming,' a brief
exp lanation i in order.
mong the Germanic people,
the charm goe back to prehi toric pagan day when
magic was practiced, rather than religion. The charm
i recited in magic as the prayer i in religion. In
magic as well as in religion, man attempts to deal with
forces and ituation which are beyond hi phy ical
control. The magic charm is a s poken formula, ometimes accompanied by a gesture or ome other action,
which i upposed to alleviate a predicament by the
power inherent in the formula it elf and in the words
of which it co nsists. The prayer, on the other hand,
i a req uest to a deity to intercede on behalf of tho e
who are praying. After the Germanic tribes were converted to hri tianity, the early church attempted to
replace the charm and its magical im pli cations with
the prayer, but as may be seen to this day among many
Pennsylvania German, neither the pre-Refor mation
Roman Catholic Church nor the Protesta nt denominations that replaced it were completely ucces ful in
eradicating this vestige of early Germanic culture .
Etymology involves tracing (a) the origins and hi tory of words with special attention to their ound
and their meanings; and (b) the relation ship that words
in one language have to corre ponding word in another
language or languages. When attempting to argue that
a word X in one language is cognate with a word Yin
another language (i.e. that they both de cend from a
common ancestor word), we try to satisfy certai n wellknown criteria:
1. X and Y should re emble one another phonically;
2. semantically, X and Y should overlap plausi bly;
3. in addition to X and Y, there should be words in
other genealogically related languages that appear
to be cognate with X and Y;
4. X, Y, and all other suspected cognates are more
convincing as a cognate set if they are relatively
long words rather than relatively short ones;

, and all other u pe ted c gnate rc m re
in ing a a ognate e[ if the ' e\ iden e parallel irregular alternation (e.g. ngli h IfI alternate irregularl \ ith ang and illig ju t a it
cog nate in erman, ingen, alternate irregularly
\ ith ang, and ge lin en); and
6. X and Y hould e iden e regular phoni
rre pondence \ hich are found among other et of
cognate that al 0 ali f the pre iou fi e riteria
(e .g. ngli h (en and Latin de em e iden e e era I
regular phonic corre ponden e , one of \ hi h i
English { and Latin d, hich i found aloin the
cognate et
ngli h (WO, Latin duo,
ngli h
(oolh, Latin den(-, Engli h foot, atin ped-, and
so on). 2
A seventh criterion might be added to the abo e:
7. Optimally, no (ad hoc) poradic ound change
shou ld be resorted to in order to link X, Y, and
all other u pected cognate. (A poradi ound
change is one that occurs upredi ctabl , that i
irregularly, in a particular phonic en ironment:
e.g. in some area of the United tate, people
will change the pronunciation of -ven in eleven
to elebm, but they will not alter the pronunication
of - ven in leaven.)
In reality, of course, the etymologist can not expect
to satisfy each of these criteri a in every case; thus, in
general, the higher the number of criteria ati fied, the
more acceptable the etymology. In trying to determine
the etymol ogy of Pennsyl ania German brauche in
the sense 'to charm ,' it will be een that where the
relationshi p that exists between two words corresponding
to one another in two languages (or among several
words in several languages) is suspected to be because
of lexical borrowing rather than because of inheritance
from a common ancestor, criteria (3) and (5) can rarely
be satisfied. On the other hand, optimally, additional
criteria that are of little, if any, relevance in establishing
a common genealogical origin between X and Yare
extremely helpful in determining that a word in one
language has been borrowed from another language.
The first additional criterion is that there be overlapping
features or characteristics in the real-world manifestations (the signifie of de Saussure) of the lexical items
011\
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under di cus ion. The second is that there should be
demonstrable sociocultural contact between the speakers
of the languages from which the words under investigation come.
Before I present my own views on Pennsylvania
German brauche 'to charm,' I will discuss the etymology
of thi word that is to be inferred from Lambert's
decision to treat Pennsylvania German brauche as one
word with several meaning (called a polysemous
morpheme in lingui tic termino logy) rather tha n as
three homonym (§2). I will then present an alternative
analy is, in which Penn ylvania German brauche in two
of it meanings, 'to use' and 'to need' i related to
European German gebrauchen 'to use' and brauchen
'to need,' re pectively, but Pennsylvania German
brauche meaning 'to charm ' is viewed a a borrowing
from Yiddi h, ultimately from H ebrew (§3).
§2. Lambert' Analysis of Pennsylvania German
brache
In hi Dictionary of the Non-English Words in the
Pennsy lvania German Dialect, Lambert glo sed brauche,
which he derived from European German brauchen,
a ' to use; need, sta nd in need of; powwow.' ) From
this, one might infer that the meaning 'to charm' is
a metaphorical exten ion of the meaning 'to u e,' since
Penn ylvania German Braucherei ' powwow, the practice of charming' is intended, to be ure, to be u eful;
indeed , Lambert's derivation of the polysemous Pennsylvania German brauche in each of it three meaning
from European German brauchen leave u no other
choice. Interestingly, the more recently published
Pfiilzisches Worterbuch, which contains Pennsylvania
German as well as European German data, treats the
Palatinate word brauche(n) just as Lambert did. 4
(In the remainder of this article, I shall not be concerned
with Penn ylvania German brauche in the sense of 'to
need,' since it has no bearing on the etymology of
brauche 'to charm. ')
At first blush, this etymology appears to be satisfactory
with respect to two of the above-mentioned criteria:
Pennsylvania German brauche 'to use, make u e of'
and brauche 'to charm' are (a) phonically identical;
and (b) semantically connected by a link that might be
called RESULT: i.e. using [something] (in a certain
way) may RESULT in charming. S However, the following examples demonstrate that evaluating every set
of homonyms as a polysemous descendant of an older
root having only one meaning, on the basis of the
phonic and semantic criteria mentioned in (I) and (2)
in § I, may be erroneous. In English, for example,
the word hang (hung, hung)' to fasten from above with
no support from below, suspend' is phonically identical
to the word hang (hanged, hanged)'to execute by suspending by the neck,' and one might say that these
words are connected by the link RESULT: i.e. the
former hanging may RESULT in the latter hanging.
In this instance, written documentation from earlier
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periods of E nglish confirm that we are justified in deriving the former hang and the latter hang from one
common root with only one meaning in an earlier
period. (For a detailed discussion , see The Compact
Edition of the Oxford English Dictionary, 1971 : 1252.)
On the other hand, the English word halt, which in
one sense means 'to be defective or to proceed poorly'
is phonically identical to the English word halt which
means 'to stop, pause;' moreover, one might say that
these words are also seman tically connected by the link
RESULT: i.e. the former halting may RESULT in the
latter halting. In th is case, however, docu mentation
from older periods of English tells us that halt 'to be
defective or proceed poorly' is a reflex of the Old
English verb healtian, which goes back to ProtoGermanic halton 'to limp'; halt 'to stop, pause,' on
the other hand, is a borrowing from German, ultimately
goi ng back to Proto-Germanic halthan 'to keep or
pasture cattle; to sto p, hold back. ' (For a more detailed di scussion, see Morris 1969:595, 1521 , and The
Compact Edition of the Oxford English Dictionary,
1971: 1246.) Thus the conclusion that the former halt
and the latter halt are homonyms which may be derived
from a single older root having only one meaning would
be erroneous. In other words, the above examples
from English demonstrate that homonyms which can be
semantically connected by a link like RESULT need
not have evolved from a common ancestor; they may
ju t as well have descended from two words which
formerly sounded alike, and coincidentally were not
very far apart in meaning.
§3. Pennsylvania German brauche 'to charm' as a
Borrowing from Western Yiddish 6 broukhe
'benediction'
Since the etymology of Pennsylvania German brauche
'to charm' that follows from Lambert's derivation cannot be confirmed by written documentation, and ince
it is linguistically inconclusive, I offer an alternative
etymology: Penn ylvania German brauche 'to charm'
i a borrowing from Westerm Yiddi h broukhe 'benediction,' it elf a borrowing from Hebrew berakhah
'benediction.' Thi etymology receives strong support
on everal counts:
1. Phonically, Pennsylvania German brauche ' to
charm' correspond to We tern Yiddish broukhe
just as doe one other Pennsylvania German word
that is certain to have been borrowed from We tern Yiddish, and ultimately from Hebrew. Cf.
§3.3.1.
2. Semantically, a benediction and a charm differ
mainly in that the former is an appeal to a deity
for assistance, wherea the latter is an appeal to a
magical power for assistance .
3. Structurally, both the benediction and the charm
are manifested by a formulaic expre sion. Cf.
§3 . 1.2.
4. Socioculturally, the link between the Jewish and

genti le populall n f the Palatinate ~cre Inumatc
a nd Inlen'>c f r ccnlUrie~ bcf re the e pul I n f
th e maJ rJl}' 0 the J e\\ i~h inhabitanl\ in the Ildd ie ge~, and In fact, c nla t bct\~ een indl\lduah
f each group probabl}' remained unbro en until
th e a n e t r~ 0 the enn\yh anla
. § . 1. and
lei I 1
!. a r a!. th e fi r t se en rJlena menll ned In § 1
th i., arti cle a rc co ncern ed, in addni n to all f) Ing
cril eria (I) a nd (2), the et molog) 1 am pr ping
aJ
a ti fi e criteri (4)- Pen ns Iv nia erman brallche
a nd
e tern Yidd i h broukhe are not c\ e i\ el h rt
word - a nd(); f.§3 . 1.1.

§3.1. Detail
§3.1 . 1. Phoni c .
cordin g to Birnbaum ( 1979:
102ff.), word with a lon g a in H ebrcv are bo rro wed
into
e tern Yiddi h ith corr e po nding ou ar in g
with long o . Thu I propo e that th e phoni c e ent
in the borrowing of Hebrew berakhah took place a
follow: In order better to conform to th e G ermani
ound pattern of Yiddi h, the fir t long a of H ebre
berakhah recei ed the lexi cal tre
and wa hifted LO
ou arying with long 0, whereupon the first owel, v hi ch
wa very weakly tre ed in Hebrew, wa yn copated,
and the third vowel wa reduced to hwa, the ound
repre ented by a in the Engli h word puma. Thi
rendered Western Yiddish broukhe varying with brokhe.
The pronunciation broukhe urvived in the Penn ylvania German borrowing brauche, wherea the pronun iation brokhe urvives in Ea tern Yiddi h.
phonic
parallel may be een in the development of Hebrew
ka her fit. '8 Again, in order better to conform to the
Germanic ound pattern of Yiddi h, the fir t long a of
Hebrew kasher received the lexical tress, and was hifted
to ou varying with long 0, whereupon the owel of the
la t yllable wa reduced to hwa, rendering We tern
Yiddi h kou her varying with kosher (cf. Birnbaum
1979:102ff. , Grimm and Grimm 1873 :362, and Kluge
1963:395) . The pronunciation kousher ur ive a
kaus her in Penn ylvailla German (cf. Lambert 1919:92)
and in orne regional varieties of European German,
whereas the pronunciation kosher urvive in Eastern
Yiddi h (a well a in other varietie of European
German) .
§3.1.2. Structural. Although both the Jewish
broukhe and the Penn ylvania German charm are characterized by a formulaic expression, the formula of the
one i not identical to the formula of the other, nor
should we expect them to be 0, considering their
diverse origins. (For a discu sion of the structure of
the charm, cf. De Boor and Newald 1949:89-9 1, and
Costello 1977: 10 I.)
The broukhes have become, over the ages, essential
components of ritual prayers such as the Amidah, a
prayer which is recited at religious services while the
• worshipper stands. As such, their structure is regularized
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Petition :
Ble for u , 0 Cod, our o d, th i ear , a nd a ll
the ari eti e of it produ e fo r th e be t, and be to\
dew and rain for able ing upon th e a e o f the
earth.
ati f u from Your bount and ble our
ear like other good ear .

Appositi ve proclamalion :
Ble ed be You Cod, ho ble e the ear . 9
The Penn yl ania German charm hark back to the
pre- hri tian period of the an ce LOr of the German .
Although only t 0 charm from thi period, the 0called Merseburg harm, ha e ur i ed down to our
own day, the structure of each of these ancient charm
is identical, and lead u to infer that thi structure
wa common, if not uni er aI, in uch in antation .
Theprologue, which recalls a pa t ituation in Germanic
mythology where the magic formula achie ed the de ired
effect, i followed by thejormula it elf, a the following
English tran lation of one of the charm
how (cf.
Braune 1965 :89 for the original):

Prologue:
Phol and Wodan rode in the wood
The hoof of Balder hor e was hurt.
First inthgunt charmed it, then Sonne, her sister;
Then Frija charmed it, then Voila, her iter;
Then Wodan charmed it, as he well co uld:

Formula:
Be it wounded bone, wounded vein, or wounded
limb:
Bone to bone, ein to ein,
Limb to limb, as if they were one!
Considering the fact that the charm was banned by
the church (which sought to replace it by its religious
counterpart, the prayer) and the fact that no form of
pagan worship survived into the Christian period in
which charms were essential components, it is not SUI125

prising that the outward character of the charm should
become diver ified through the passage of time. Thus,
among today's Pennsylvania Germans, at least three
types of charm may be found which, though their
intent i uniform, differ from one another in their
degree of outward assimilation to Christianity: (a)
charm which have not taken on Christian traits, but
which have relinquished specific reference to Germanic
mythology; (b) charms which make reference to aspects
of Chri tianity; and (c) charms which consist of a
Christian prayer or a pas age from the Bible. Of the
latter type is a Bible verse that was recited by Jacob
Wagner, a bailiff living in Liverpool, Perry County,
in the mid-nineteenth century, who was said to be able
to top blood. This ver e conforms remarkably to the
tructure of the Merseburg Charm cited above:

Prologue:
And when I passed by thee, and saw thee polluted
in thine own blood, I aid unto thee when thou
wast in thy blood,

Formula:
Live! (Ezekiel 16:6)1 0
According to Leo Ro ten (1968:52), "In the econd
century, Rabbi Meir declared it to be the duty of
everyone to say no fewer than 100 broches daily!"
As Rosten mentioned, it is appropriate to say a broukhe
on diverse occa ion, including returning from a
dangerou journey, observing such phenomena as lightening or a beautiful sunset, receiving bad news, and so
on. Considering then the coexistence of the two
groups (cf. §3.1.3.) and the overlap of the content of
selected broukhes and charms, as is evidenced by the
broukhe for healing and the two charm cited above,
the ancestors of the Pennsylvania Germans could easily
have heard of Jewish (non-Christian) invocations, and
erroneously compared them to or even equated them
with their own non-Christian incantations.
§3.:.3. Sociocultural. Centuries of sociocultural
contact between the Jews and gentile in Germany ha
resulted in dozens of Yiddish/ Hebrew word that have
been borrowed into Modern Standard German, such as
besebeln 'to deceive' from Hebrew zebel 'manure';
Schlemihl 'unlucky person' from Hebrew shelomoil
'good-for-nothing'; and Sluss 'nonsense' from Hebrew
shtulh 'foolishness,' and countless additional borrowings
in regional varieties of German, often with striking
phonological, morphological, and semantic modifications, as exemplified in the preceding examples. (Cf.
Bach 1961 :229, 261 for additional examples.) Thus
there is little or nothing in the sociocultural matrix that
would have discouraged the adoption of Western Yiddish broukhe, and much that would have encouraged
it. In particular, since Yiddish contained a readily
available corpus of lexical items which were not likely
to be understood by governmental (and clerical) authorities, it is not surprising that native German words that
represented activities and items that were frowned upon
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or forbidden might have been replaced in certain circles
by their Yiddish counterparts. (In fact, this practice
became so widespread in the nineteenth century in
Bavaria that von Train, a constable, was able to compile
a sizeable dictionary of such Yiddish/ Hebrew terms.)
Since Braucherei has been condemned by the church
going back at least to the days of Ludwig the Pious,
it is fully conceivable that Western Yiddish broukhe
could have been borrowed to replace a tabooed native
word.

§3.2. Evaluation. An etymology with arguments
such as the ones proposed above has a ready prototype
in many documented English borrowings from Latin,
and in fact, in some instances, the English etymologies
appear to be phonically and semantically somewhat
weaker than the one proposed above for Pennsylvania
German and Yiddish/ Hebrew. Consider, for example,
the English work chalk which was borrowed from Latin
calx 'stone, pebble.' Following a regular phonic
development, Latin c becomes English ch, just as it
does in the case of Latin cerasus 'cherry tree' borrowed
as English cherry. Semantically, there is an overlap
in meaning between Latin calx and English chalk,
although it seems to be less than that between Pennsylvania German brauche and Western Yiddish broukhe.
Finally, the direct sociocultural links between the
English and the Romans, while intense on paper, were
in a literal sense all but non-existent; by the time that
we can speak of an English language or nation, any
trace of the glory that was Rome had been erased by
Odoacer. By comparison, the direct sociocultural
contacts between the Jews and the gentiles in the
Palatinate were strong and very real before most of the
Jews left the area.
§4. Conclusion. I conclude that in view of phonic,
semantic, structural, and ociocultural evidence presented
above, the Pennsylvania German word brauche meaning
'to charm' (including its derivatives) is a borrowing
from Western Yiddish broukhe 'benediction,' itself a
forrowing of Hebrew berakhah 'benediction.' Regular
phonic and plausible semantic correspondences link
these words, which designate highly structured invocations found among the ancestors of the Pennsylvania
Germans and the Ashkenazic Jews, two groups that
dwelt together for centuries in the Palatinate. Moreover, I claim that when one is attempting to establish
that a word in one language is a borrowing of a word in
another language, one must not be content to satisfy
only those etymological criteria (like the existence of
phonic and semantic correspondences) which point to
inherited cognates. On the contrary, one must also
compare the features or characteristics in the real-world
manifestations of the lexical items under investigation,
and one must attempt to determine the extent of
sociocultural contact among the language communities
concerned.
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PENNSYLV ANIA DUTC H PRIDE
Walking home from church
My parents, brother and I
Passed the Eagle's Club.
Our mall family
Passed the Eagle's Club and stopped
To watch a Santa
Giving toys to poor children:
Basket balls, games, red skooters.
Santa gave them out
And I wanted a skooter
More than anything.
Before leaving home that day
We all unwrapped our presents.
My brother and I
Each got a new pair of gloves
As a Christmas gift.
Father got a dime store tie
And mother a paring knife.

Her music pupils
Helped to pay for rent and food,
He worked in a sto re.
There was never money left
For basket balls and skooters.
"Can we join the line?"
My brother and I both asked.
"On no " Father said
"That is only for children
From poor homes in our city."
So they took our hands
And proudly led us away
Home to celebrate,
Alfred L. Creager
Professor, Emeritus
Ursinus CoUege,
Collegeville, P A
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Jacob Schnee's house in Schneeville, Posey County, IN.

JACOB SCHNEE: PREACHER, PUBLISHER,
PRINTER AND UTOPIAN
COMMUNITY PIONEER

and for Jacob, a gentle invitation that has since become
a mandate to me:
Stranger, pause & see who here does rest,
A friend & comforter to the dist ressed ,
Whose virtue & benevolence to all mankind
With Peace, Love & Charity combined .
He is gone to that Heavenly th rone
To dwell with spirits who never return .

By Mary Lou Robson Fleming
In the spring of 1965 Geraldine Youngblood (a
seventy-five year old cousin) and I visited the Schnee
family cemetery, high on a hill overlooking the site of
Schneeville in Posey County, Indiana. Two miles east
of New Harmony, the area is known as Schnee's
Hill and, on the hill, cedars of Lebanon mark the location of two identical tombstones - upright slabs of
marble with a weepil)g willow carved at the top - complete with the usual information: Catharine Schnee,
1786-1837, and Jacob Schnee, 1784- 1838; both born in
Lebanon, Pennsylvania. I copied the epitaphs; for
Catharine:
Passing spirit, gentl y fl ed,
Sustained by Grace divine
o may such grace on us be shed
And make our end like thine.
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Geraldine pointed out a small cottage a half-mile
distant from the crest of the hill. " There is the site of
the fourteen-room house great-grandfather Jacob Schnee
built in 1828. My mother, Mary Schnee, and your
grandmother, Louisa Schnee, were born there in the
same year; they were first cousins. Great-grandfather
made the bricks for the house from clay that was nearby,
but too much sand in the clay proved its undoing
almost a century later. The Kemmerlings [third
owners] did not know how to correct the damp walls, .
and, in 1917 , they tore the house down. "
Later, when looking at a picture of the house, I was
intrigued by it size for, even considering the size of
the family (fifteen members in 1828), it was impressive.
The rooms were 20' by 20' and the interior walls were
three bricks thick. It had a wide entrance hall with an
imposing walnut staircase, double front doors with a
fanlight, long french windows across the front of the
pillared porch, and painted floors stenciled with Pennsylvania Dutch designs. Writing in 1930, the editor of
the New Harmony Times called it a "beautiful brick
dwelling . .. with a spacious aristocratic look ... that

Ja ob chnee ' chOIr.

~:

Geraldin e Youngblood sfanding next /0 Jacob
bed.

wa aid by authorities to have been the be t e ample
of colonial architecture in Po ey
ounty. Il wa
probably an idea a nd a love of beauty brought from
hi s home in Pennsylva ni a."
The Jacob chnee tory might have ended for me with
thi visit to ch nee's Hill had not Dr. Karl J. R .
Arndt publi hed his first volume on the Harmonist
ociety. I eagerly read George Rapp's Harmony 0 cie/y, /785-1847 in order to glimp e the people who had
walked the e treet before me. Li ted in the index and identified a one who had et up a religiou community at old Harmonie, Penn ylvania, in 18 17-1818 wa an H . Schnee. Wa thi Henry chnee, one of
Jacob'
ix brothers? An error in the index Dr.
Arndt informed me by return mail; it wa actually
Jacob Schnee. Then, with Dr. Arndt' gift of the
chnee letter (all of which he ha
ince publi hed)
from the Harmoni t Archive at Ekonomie, Penn ylvania, I began my Que t for the hi torical Jacob Schnee.
Born May 14, 1784, in Lebanon, Penn ylvania,
Jacob wa the second so n of John (Johannes) and Anna
Maria (Renninger) Schnee. I There were seven children
in the family, all boy : John, Jacob, Jo eph (the
Lebanon printer of Fraktur pieces?), Henry, Philip,
Michael, and George. John Schnee served in the
American Revolution as a substitute for his employer;
he was a private, second class, in Captain David
Krause's Fourth Company, Second Battalion of the
Lancaster County Militia . The Schnee family were
members of Salem Lutheran Church in Lebanon; indeed, John Schnee was one of the signers of the

church' con titution and, a an elder of the ongregation, hi name i in ribed on the orner tone laid in
1796, 2 when a tone building \ a ere ted to tak.e the
pia e of the original log tru ture .
Jacob chnee a baptized in alem hur h in the
ummer of 17 ,the Reverend illiam urtz offi iating.
The Re erend Kurtz \ a al 0 Ja ob' tea her in the
log choolhou e built near the hur h. Hi further
education included the three ear he \ a indentured
to a printer to learn hi trade, and the three ear
he tudied under an ordained mini ter to prepare for
the mini try . On March 25, 1 06, Ja ob, then 22, and
atharine Kreb ,J 20, were married and et up hou ekeeping in the town.
n e ewitne de cription of
Lebanon a it wa in their lifetime i found in the
diary of Morri Birkbeck, an ngli h Quaker. On
June 22, I 17, Birkbeck \ rote:
... we had a pleasant ride to Lebanon, hich is not a
mountain or cedar, but a alley, 0 beautirul and rertile
that it eemed on its first opening on our iew , enriched as
it was by the tint or e ening, rather or rancy than a real
backwoods cene.
Lebanon is it elr one or the wonders which are a natural
growth or these backwood . In rourteen years [sic) rrom
twO or three cabins or halr- a age hunters, it has grown
to be the residence or a thousand persons, with habits and
looks no way dirrering rrom their brethren in the East.
Before we entered the town we heard the supper bells or
the tavern, and arri ed ju t in time to take our seats at the
table, among just such a set as I should have expected to
meet at the ordinary in Richmond : tra ellers like ourselves
with a number or storekeepers, lawyers, and doctors men who board at the ta erns, and make up a standing
company ror the daily public table.
This morning we made our escape rrom this busy scene,
in defiance or threatening rain . A crowded tavern in an
American town, though managed with great civility, is a
place rrom which you are always willing to depart . Arter
aU, the wonder is, that so many comrorts are provided ror
you at so early a period .'
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Jacob Schnee was the first printer and publisher in
Lebanon. At the time of hi s marriage he had already
been in bu iness even years, having set up his printing
pre s in 1799 in an old sto ne house known as the
Greenawald building on the southeast co rn er of Eighth
and Willow Streets . He is known to have "issued
numerous German book, nearly all of a religious
character." 5 The first, in 1799, was a small manua l
on growing fruit trees entitled Der Wohlerfahrene
Baum-Gaertner. In 1808 he published Directions to a
Christian Life and Happy Death and had this to say
about it:
All who wish to read omething thrilling and calculated to
draw their soul to God are advi sed to secure this book .
All who read it mu t bear testimony to the excellent truth
which it contains.

In the ame year Schnee al 0 publi hed a pro pectu
for a one thousand page book Explanation of the
Book of R evelation and, in the following year, he
printed the Heidelberg Catechism; the daily journal of
the state senate; an almanac (which he published for
many years); and Seiler' s Biblishe Religion 6 • In 1810,
The Life of Washington was printed: '
Quite an enterpri ing literary venture for a little town of
Penn ylvania German! But then Lebanon had patriotic
giants in those days, some urviving soldiers, who had
fought with Washington the battles of the Revolution .'

Jacob al 0 publi hed The Life of Dr. George Ben neville
(the first preacher of the Universalist doctrine in
America), and in 1814, Das Neue Gesangbuch and
Habermann' s Gebetuechlein.
On January I, 1807 Schnee published Der Libanoner
Friemuthige (The Free Lebanoner), the town' fir t
newspaper. This paper continued under the name of
Der Libanoner Morgenstern (The Lebanon Morningstar) when it changed hands in 1809; its third owner
disconti nued publication in 1837. The first number of
Schnee's paper "contained articles on the Congress of
the United States, on Aaron Burr, a regular column
of European news, an article on Bonaparte's Tyranny,
and a translation of a Hebrew letter which proved that
Napoleon Bonaparte was a Jew." 9
A typical issue - such as that of February 10,
1808 1°- of Der Libanoner Friemuhige was four pages
long, with three columns to a 16" by 25" page.
The paper contained interesting items of world, national,
and state news, but no local news except several
advertisements of real and personal property. On the
world front, Schnee reported on the trained relations
between England and the United States; that "the
people of England and France do not expect that war
between our country and England will result"; on crop
failures in Ireland, which brought famine and "a strong
demand for American breadstuffs." On the national
front he reported that Congress had nominated James
Madison for President and George Clinton for Vice130

President. State legislatures were busy enacting laws;
several states had organized militia sys tem s; the problem of unemploym ent in New York City was being
met by a com mendable plan that resembled the Civilian
Conservation Corps of the 1930's. State news included
a report on the impeachment of Governor McKean and
accounts of violent attacks on farmers conveying produce
to Philadelphia. There was even a human interest
story on longevity; in all, a well-edited newspaper even
for this day.
According to church records, I I Jacob Schnee's ministry in the Lutheran Church began at least by 1813,
the year he accepted a call from a congregation in
Pittsburgh . This was, of course, a turning point in
his Ii fe, 12 and we will examine the synodical history
to explain some of the church's influence on Jacob.
The Liturgy - in detail - by which Jacob worshipped
as a child and which he followed as a minister, was
set up by the first convention in Philadelphia in 1748.
The preparation of a candidate for ordination is also
described in the first convention report. A candidate
was required to prepare a sketch of his life "as
brief as poss ible" which would include its chief events
and an account of his academic studies. He would
also tell of his first awakening; of the way in which
God furthered the work of grace in his heart; what
had moved him to study for the holy ministry; and
where, in what branches, and under whose direction,
he had attempted to prepare himself.
The ministerial candidate was also asked what books
he owned; for an explanation of theology and the
Evangelical Lutheran stand on "justifying and saving
faith"; and for the preparation of an outline and theme
for a sermon based on a selected Bible verse. The
1789 church convention adopted the requirements of
licentiates: to study the original languages, Hebrew
and Greek, and other theological branches; and to keep
diaries of their daily activities as ministers and turn
them in with four complete sermons which were then
read and graded by the Synod.
The 1813 convention of the Synod was held at
Reading and was composed of 47 preachers and 34
lay members. One of the twenty-seven communications
to the Synod was a call to Mr. Jacob Schnee from
the congregation of Pitt burgh. Concerning this it
was decided "that the congregation be given into the
care of Mr . Schnee, provided he pass the examination ." I) It was "noted with pleasure, that the papers
of the candidates were all worked out in such a manner
that their licenses could be renewed with a good
conscience." 14 To the question of whether the applicants should receive licenses to serve as candidates in
their re pective "congregations which have called them,
a unanimous 'yes' was given":
The licneses of the candidates were then filled out by the
officers, and the President handed them to the re pective
parties, after he had fir t solemnly read their dutie to them
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Acco rding to th e H i l or oj Ih PilI burgh Yllod
by Burge . th e co ngrega ti on hi ch called the Re erend
hn ee wa a nion church , th e maj oril of hom ere
Refo rm ed, but "the pre ence of a number of Luth eran
among them i e iden ced by the fact that th e nallered
Au g burg onfe sion i peci ficd in the original grant
of buildin g gro und by the Penn s, June 18, 17 7. to
th e newly organized
erman hurch ."I'
he co mmuni cants were made up of German who had ell ied
about the fork s of the Ohio. Pa tor J oha nn
ilhelm
Weber had organized thi s group a the mithfi eld
treet German Evangelical hurch in 1782, now th e
oldest religiou s organization of Pittsburgh. Weber
wa a Reform ed mini ster who lived in Westmoreland
ounty and was responsible for founding many of the
Reformed churches in western Pennsylvania . Hi s
as i tant wa a Lutheran pa tor, John Michael Steck,
who occasionally visited the congregation. Burgess
wrote: "I n 1813 the congregation elected Rev . Jacob
Schnee, an honored member of the Ministerium of
Pennsylvania, as pastor." II
Obviously Schnee had a successful first year. In
June 5-8, 1814, he attended the Synodical meeting at
Easton and reported that he had baptized 97, confirmed 59, had 155 communicants, conducted 15 burials
and had four schools. Schnee served the German
Evangelical Church of Pittsburgh (now called the Smithfield Congregational Church, 620 Smithfield St., Pittsburgh) from 1813 to 1818 . He was followed by Lutheran pastors Heinrich Geiszenhainer and Heinrich
Kurtz. During that same period he occasionally
preached at the Buechle home, which eventually became
St. John's Evangelkal Lutheran Church, Lancaster
Township, Butler County, Pennsylvania.
The third major interest in Jacob Schnee's life was
his strong desire to found a religious community. It
may have been spurred on by the close proximity of
Pittsburgh to Harmonie in Butler County, where the
Harmony Society had built their first community in
1804. The idea of community is very old, both in
Europe and in America. A.E. Bestor, J r. in his study,
Backwoods Utopias, lists 130 religious and secular communities in America from 1663 to 1860, six prior to
1783 and 28 between 1783-1824. Schnee certainly
would have been familiar with Ephrata Cloister in
Lancaster County and, of course, the Harmony Society
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By 18 14 he definitely had th e idea of organizing a
religiou co mmun ity him elf.
In 18 13 - 14 rumors abounded thaI the H ar mo n
ciety in Butler ou nt y planned to ell their properlY
and mo ve to another locatio n where Ih e might ha e
on a
larger acreage for their expanding operation
waterway opening up to the ew Orl ea n and
e t
on crete evidence appeared in the Pittslndies markets.
burgh paper when an ad erli ement was published of·
fering the town of Harmonie on the onnoquenessing
in Butler County, Pennsylvania, for ale for the urn
of $200,000. Response from prospecti e buyer was
fairly good, but no one was willing to pay the asking
price. The Society preferred to dispose of the property
as a single unit, but by July 2, 1814, there is an
indication that they would be willing to sell in smal ler
lots. The first contingent of Harmonists had departed
for Indiana on June 20, 1814.
The first Schnee letter in the Economy Archives
shows that on July 16, 1814, the Reverend Schnee
asked to rent a few rooms and a kitchen for his family .
Six months later, on January 25, 1815, Jacob Schnee
& Co. offered the Rapps $100,000 for all the Harmony
Society property, payable in five payments at 8OJo.
There is no record of the Hannonists' reply to this offer,
but another letter from Schnee (dated February 13,
1815) to Frederich Rapp - the business manager of the
Hannony Society - indicates that the Harmonists had
made a counter offer which Schnee could not afford
to accept. 20
One may safely assume that Rapp had considered
the possibility of a sale to Schnee, but was not sufficiently convinced that the fmancial backing of Schnee's
religious organization was as sound as that of the
Mennonite who eventually did buy the property.
I

I
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Frederich wrote to George Rapp on May 8, 1815,
announcing that he had sold the town:
. . . six men from the vici nity of Bethlehem came here to
view Harmonie. We were together for three days. One
of them a monist, by the nam e of Abraham Ziegler, purchased it .. . Tomorrow I will give him the deed ."

Ziegler contracted to buy the property for $100,000
but wa never able to complete the payments; his
heir settled the debt for something less after his death.
The Harmonists' decision to sell at half-price may have
been due to the rapid deterioration of the vacant town.
Frederick wrote:
For a whil e we felt like trangers in Harmony . The strangers who li ve here now took every opportunity to insult us,
roa med through all the hou e and ga rdens. I attempted
to top th i nui ance, but my effort s were all in vain ."

Ziegler in the beginning fared well with Harmonie.
Unfortunately, he did not make the expected sales to
his friends in the East. Frederick wrote George Rapp
that only four farmers of the thirty who "moved along
with Ziegler" 23 had bought from him, but they were
" good Farmer." A year after the sale was made,
however, Ziegler was defaulting on his payments because
his money sources in the East were defaulting; he was,
for the most part, a victim of economic conditions
beyond his control.
Letters in the Harmonist Archives dating from 1815
to 1819 describe in detail the severe financial depression
which gripped both America and Europe in the wake of
the Napoleonic Wars (1793-1814) and the War of 1812.
During the latter war the ports of the United States
were under blockade by the British fleet and trade
was almost brought to a standstill. Frederick wrote
David Shields in 1819:
What Calamity has in these days befall en the people in
general , that they are no longer able to fulfill thei r engagements? Which can be the original cause of th is pressure,
cry for money among all the classes and particularly destructive among merchants, throughout America and
Europe. ,.

Money was scarce everywhere. Eastern merchants
complained of the "derangement of bank note currencY," 2j which was not interchangeable in the trade
marts of the country. A the situation in Philadelphia
gradually grew worse, banks were closed; in New York
a prominent merchant house had been shut down;
Pennsylvania felt the crunch. Ziegler wrote:
In the richest counties of Pennsylvania, especially in Lancaster, the sheriff has never before created such havoc as
he is doing now . The shortage of money there is like the
pestilence which creeps in the dark, and the sheriff like
the plague which destroys at noon ."

In January, 1817, Ziegler, still extremely hardpressed financially, found his salvation (or so he hoped):
he sold Harmonie and 500 acres for $64,000 to the
"honorable Mr. Jacob Schnee and a company associated
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with him. " 27

Ziegler wrote:

These gentlemen want to establish a printing establishment
and an advanced school here. My acquaintances who are
moving into thi s region no longer buy any land from me,
becau se th ey can buy much cheaper in this region . For according to the price which I must pay for mine, I can not
sell as cheaply as others sell theirs. 21

Pressure was immediately applied to Schnee to make his
first payment of $8,000 in April in order for Ziegler
to pay the Rapps; this continued for the year and a
half that the Harmony Institute of Jacob Schnee & Co.
occupied the town.
Who were the religious followers of the Reverend
Schnee who occupied the town? We may assume that
part, if not all, of his congregation from the Smithfield church had joined him as he is listed in the Pittsburgh Synod as the pastor of the German Evangelical
Church from 1813-1818. The Reverend Schnee had attended the 1815 meeting of the Ministerium of Pennsylvania at Frederichtown. He had reported 65 baptisms, 47 confirmations, 149 communicants, 8 deceased, and two schools. 29 One item on the agenda
gives a clue to the Reverend Schnee's whereabouts
earlier: Congregations in Monongehela County, Virginia, requested a preacher. "Resolved that any
preacher of our connection to take charge and that
Messrs. Henkel and Schnee shall give fuller account
of aid region to anyone who may desire it. "30
Before I extract the Jacob Schnee episode from the
Economy Archives, it may be worthwhile to identify
David Shields. Shields, a lawyer from Washington,
PA, held power of attorney and handled legal affairs
for the Harmony Society in Pennsylvania. Shields
also acted as buying agent for the Society in the
East and was empowered to redeem emigrants in
Philadelphia who were bound for the community in
New Harmony and needed passage money. His most
pressing duty during the depression of that period was
the collection of debts, and he was a relentless pursuer
of the Society's debtors - including, of course, Abraham Ziegler.
When on January 20, 1817, Ziegler announced the
sale of Harmonie and 500 acres to "the honorable
Mr. Schnee and a company of gentlemen from Pittsburgh,"lI Shields made an appointment with Ziegler
and Schnee in Pittsburgh to discuss the transaction.
Like Ziegler, Schnee had not been asked for a down
payment. Shields scrutinized Schnee's plans for a
printing establishment, bank, and an advanced school
for girls (in a day when education for females was
considered a frivolous waste). He reported to the Rapps
that "Sneigh" once "talked with you about buying
Harmonie" and gave hiS" opinion, "yet withal it appeared to me possible, it might not yet turn out a
bargain. "32 (Shields was never able to remember the
Reverend Jacob Schnee's name and always called him
Sneigh or Snead.)
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Harmonie Institute banknotes; Jacob Schnee, president.
On June 30, 1817, hi eld reported that Zieg ler wa
behind in hi s April payment again, this lim e beca u e
Schnee had not made hi s first payment in April as
agreed, but instead a ked for deferment until ovember
first. Shields reported he had not yet lost confidence
in Ziegler, but "Snead appears to me rather uncertain . "lJ
Three week s later Frederick reported to George Rapp
that the money shortage was growing worse. He added,
"I don't think much of the sale (to chnee) and I
believe it will fall back on him. ")' Frederick decribed condition in Harmonie:
chnee has a ba nk and mo ney no tes in ci rcul ation , fu rth ermore he wishes to develo p a schoo l fo r gi rls. The teacher
by th e name of Ekstein rea ll y has moved here fro m Ph iladelphia ... They reall y are bu ilding up two chi mneys fro m
bottom up . Many bloc kho uses have bee n to rn do wn a nd
some are clo e to ca ving in . Few gardens a re cult ivat ed ... Almost all the fruit lrees are dead ."

So it seemed that Schnee was gradually correcting the
deplorable condition in which he found Harmonie.
In the same letter Frederick also reported on the
great horde of emigrants fleeing the poverty of Germany, many of whom were pleading to join the
Society and asking for passage money. To George' s
comments about the lack of "morals" of the e new
people, whom he had had difficulty in " taming ,"
Frederick commented, "I imagine that the people are
driven more by poverty in their wi sh to come to us
than by a drive for truth and love of community. "36
A year and three months after the sale of Harmonie
to Schnee (May 12, 1818), Ziegler - still hard pressed
by Rapp and himself pressing his creditors back East
by "facing them in person to make it more difficult
for them to refuse" - wrote to Rapp that the money
shortage in the East grew even more severe and that he
had returned empty-handed to the greater shortage in
western Pennsylvania:

Ho\ C\Cr, Zle ler did not
c allh tn
hnee . He
renegotiated antra t with hnee f r pan f the t \\ n,
"namely the two dwelling, the hur h, the
1hou e, the granar, our former dwelling, and the
lot .. . north ard ... to the on no uene ing, t gether \ ith a part of the or ha rd; the \ hole in lu de
abou t I acre ";)1 thi for 16,
,pa able in ten
year . An importa nt o mm en t in the lett er: " He
ant to remain Ii ing here and co nt inu e the
hoo l
hich he ha fo und ed .""
Ziegler co mmented o n the aJu e o f chn e ' bank :
Pastor
hnee ' note for a time eemed 10 be In go d
credit ; people liked to lake them, because they .... ere of Ihe
opinion that The Harmony In tit ute was founded b a
co mpany of righteous and ri ch people, and bcca u e the belie ed al 0 that a bank here in HarmOnie ould be u eful
to thi region and would encourage trade and acti it .'.

In the nex t entry, Jul y 6,1818, hield wrote to Rapp :
Snead has failed enti rely, and the sale by Zieg.ler to him
becomes void and of no accou nt . Thomas romwell of
Pittsburgh and some others are trying to keep up the hool
es tablishments of Harmony."

The final entry, dated two weeks later, cam e from
Schields' partner in a wholesale tore in Pittsburgh ,
Abas hai Way & Co. Way announced to Frederick that
the Harmony Institute had " broken up mon trou sly.' 41
The importance of thi s communication i that it is the
first time in the Archives that John Schnee's name is
mentioned. Way named John as "head " of Jacob
Schnee & Co. and held him respon ible for bills made
at his store for the Institute.
The wall of silence that surround s the year and a
half duration of the Harmony Institute of Jacob
Schnee & Co . leave one pu zzled . One wi shes to locate a cache of letters and documents to how the
Reverend Schnee' s side of the " bargain." Who were
the members of the Institute? How was it financed?
What were the provisions of the Constitution? Where
are the bank records? The school records? Besides
banknotes, what else was printed in Harmonie? Where
did Jacob Schnee go after the failure of the Institute?
John Schnee, after a brief visit to the Rapps in New
Harmony, went to Mechanicsburg , Ohio, where he became a superintendent in a woolen milL Eventually,
both brothers would settle in Indiana; John was the
first to go.
A threatening document in the Harmonist Archives
describes an event which may have been responsible
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for John's moving to Indiana in December 1818. As
early as November, 1817, a letter is found in which
a Posey County citizen complained of the Society's
refusal to grind grain for people outside the Society. 43
In January, 1818, twenty irate citizens called a meeting
and signed a petition to the State Assembly (Indiana
became a state in 1816) for redress of their grievances
against the Harmony Society. The petition was fo llowed by a riot and then by a threatening letter,
signed A Friend, in which a prophecy is made that
God will send down his wrath and destroy the wicked
town, thi time with fire . Old-timers in New Harmony
today are fond of pointing out the ventilation slots
in the Granary, which they call the Fort-Granary,
telling that the building was used for sto ring grain and
the slot to be used by the Harmonists for their guns
should an attack be made on the vi llage by hostile
neighbor.
The Harmonists were alarmed and made plans to
protect themselves. Arndt wrote:
To overcome the unfriendly feeling towards the Germans
in the new State the Harmonists did all in their power
to bring more German settlers to Indiana. A number of
German-Americans who did not belong to the Society in
Pennsylvania, but who liked to live near a settlement offering so many " luxuries" and conveniences moved to lndiana."

John Schnee was one of them. Letters in the Archives
show that he had visited the Society in July 1818 and
had agreed to move hi s family and four other German
families to Springfield, the new county seat seven miles
from New Harmony, as "soon as the river ri ses."
He asked to be accommodated with a rental hou se and
wagons to haul 10-12 loads of household goods from
Mt. Vernon on the Ohio River to Springfield.
John Schnee opened an inn (one of five in the busy
little town) which became a center for political discu ssions among frontier politicians and hangers-on .
Schnee' s interest soon led to involvement and he was
appointed justice of the peace (an important small
court in its day), was elected the third treasurer of
Posey County, and served a term n the Indiana House
at Corydon in 1823-24. John Law, who was also
serving in the legislature, wrote to Frederick Rapp,
"Mr. Schnee is a very useful and good member he has
introduced a Memorial upon the Subject of Domestick
Manufacturers which has been adopted by both Houses.
The memorial prays for the Encouragement by Congress
of Domestick Manufactures"45 Many of the western
states were calling for a protective tariff against imports
from England. The Harmonists were especially interested as the Society was noted for the fine quality
of their woolen cloth and its manufacture was their
leading industry.
In June 1823 Schnee was appointed interpreter for
the depositions for the Miller vs. Rapp case - to be
tried in Pittsburgh - in which John G. Miller, a former
member of the Society, sued for back wages. 46 In
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May 1824 when the Society decided to sell the New
Harmony property and return to Pennsylvania, the
Society gave Frederick Rapp power of attorney to
handle the sale. Isaac Blackford, a judge of the Indiana
Supreme Court, was called to New Harmony to draft
the document and sign as witness. John Schnee signed
as second witness.47 The signatures of the entire
community were required and filled nine pages of
the Posey County Record .
In December 1824 Robert Owen and party arrived
at New Harmony to view the town and in January
1825 purchased it for $125,000. Owen, part-owner
and superintendent of the cotton mills in New Lanark,
Scotland, planned to inaugurate his New Moral World
in New Harmony. John Schnee was immediately
caught up in enthusiasm for the venture and joined
Owen's secular community in April 1825. Rapp, who
shared Owen' s interest in textiles, recommended Schnee
for superintendent of the woolen mill. Owen was
quite impressed with Schnee and appointed him to the
sensitive position of superintendent of farms, one of
the seven superintendents to control the town . Schnee
was appointed principal selling agent by Owen ~nd at
the same time was a business agent for the Rapps
after they left Indiana. John Schnee later lost the
job as superintendent of farms, but became the first
postmaster of New Harmony; at that time the second
highest ranking post-office in the state.
The record of the Reverend Jacob Schnee is vague
after the ending of the Harmony Institute. The year
1819 is completely missing, but the census of 1820
shows him living in Swatara, Dauphin County, Pennsylvania. In May, 1820 he attended the annual meeting
of the Synod at Lancaster as a delegate from Middletown, Pennsylvania. There were 107 members present.
Schnee made no report of his activities for the past
year, nor did he pay anything into the Synodical
treasury . A new Constitution was submitted to the
Synod . The report from a committee appointed "to
prepare and print a plan for a common semi nary" was
not ready. In discussion from the floor, Schnee took
part, showing his continued interest in schools:
Candidate Schnee arose and gave the Synod a report
of an institution in Middletown, Pennsylvania, known
under the name of " Freyische Waisenhaus" . He held out
to the Synod the pleasing prospect that under the guidance
of God, the same might be built up in the future, perhaps, as a Theological Seminary for the Lutheran Church
in this country."

At the 1821 Synodical meeting in Chambersburg,
Schnee was absent with excuse:
A paper from Candidate Schnee, in which he reports he
does not attend the Synod because he has no congregations,
also has performed no ministerial acts during the past year;
he hopes, however, soon to receive congregations again,
and therefore desires the renewal of his license."

It was resolved that the Synod would renew his license

a .. ~oon as he recei\ed congn:gation , and thut a
n
a'> he wa,> Inclined to seck congregation he bc gi\ cn a
copy of the rcsolulJon, signed by the of lecr 01 Ihc
co n ention.
Dur ing the pen d 1 20-22
hnee \\as In 1 anca tcr
where he publi!ohed two newspaper: Die Still/me de
Volks (he oice of the People) and Die Po aWl
dar hri ,"chell Religion ( he rump et of the hn lJan
Rcligion).'o In 1 24 he wa Ii ing in
iddletown,
Maryla nd, a nd , as a leller from the co nom y rchive
makes clear, still dreaming of establi hing a relJglOu
ommunity . The letter (dated ebruar 17, 1 24) i
addre sed to Frederick Rapp, and an
Rapp had as ked about a man named
wrote:
I did not become well acquainted with Mr. Gr s before he
left this regio n, he was in my house everal time as I ha e
heard he owns property o f evcra l acres with house, etc. on
it ... At the tim e that Gr s left here there was much tal
about moving West, then I showed him the outline of a
constitution whi ch I had made to form a society, on whi c h
I had worked a whil e before se eral people who had een
the plan, have expressed their pleasure in it. There is still
zealous hope and thought that o meth ing will co me of
it - up to now those who would be willing are 100 poor
to buy necessa ry land, etc. and put the matter across."

At last I had found Schnee's id eas in hi s own word s.
Dr. Arndt tran slated thi s letter fro m Germ a n :
In co mpa ny with several good people I should most like
to spend m y life, no t on ly because I believe that thi s would
be the most purpo eful way of winning a happy living in
time; but also beca use I believe t hat this comes closest to
the religio n of J esus, that one likes 10 have one's fellow
bro the r e njoy the sa me fortunes which one enjoys
o neself - a nd that God prefers 10 apply his bless ings with
mo re pl eas ure the re - and J esus likes mos t to fulfill his
pro m ises there whe re one observes his words most practica ll y, whe n o ne says "by this all men will recognize
tha t you a re m y d isci pl es, if you show love 10 o ne
ano th er. " Th a t it is diffic ul t, however , 10 establis h such
a congregati o n has bee n sho wn always, Christ alrea d y says
a bout th e stepping bac k o f a ric h ma n : " H o w d ifficult it
will be for a ri ch man to get into th e kingdom of God"
(in that passage about the Kingdo m of God , I und erstand
this 10 mean th e co mmunal life wh ich the a postles ha d).
I do not know whether anyo ne in o ur days und ersta nds the
good of a soci ety better th a n you. Si nce I have learned
to know the Harmony Societ y o nl y supe r fici ally, it has engendered in me th e thought , that suc h a li fe has many a dvantages and that there the spirit and purpose of th e C hristian religion could best be a chieved . Wheth er I will be so
fortunate as to bring something into being time must show."

Schnee expressed his desire of finding some land in the
vicinity of New Harmony, but again ills timing was
wrong. Four days before he wrote the letter to Rapp,
a group had set out for Pennsylvania to locate a site
for the third Harmonist community, tills time Ekonomie
on the Ohio River.
In 1826 the Reverend Schnee came to New Harmony
to discuss his plans with Robert Owen. Owen had had
two defections from New Harmony; both settled east

nc r up \;,1 m de up I Ih\: r<.:ln 1 Ihc I \ n.
/\1 itn .llt'[ Sir
nanl
1 1\ 1 rri Sir bc,n hi \ <.I) h me
dr \\ncd in Ihe F
Irom a \ i il I
\\\:n .
cp rGlc a\;reage
from . ' C,\ Il arm n) becau c Ihc) \\untcd I ret in
their" - ngli\hnc\ ."
he cc nd dele -lion \\3 due I
religiou dif acn c wilh R crt \\cn, \\h
JC led
to organilcd religion.
\\ cn lea cd I nd n rc,ham
rcd: t thl group, land the) pr mpII) ml named
:--'I a luna (\\ dliam ~l aclure, wen' partner. held \IC\\
on religion Imilar to \\ en' ).
fter budding c\ cr I
log abin, thl
ommunll)
quabbled
\ cr their
on titution and di banded. It \\a thl propert
a re - \ hi h
en lea ed to
hnee r r hi
religiou co mmunit .
hen 0\ en announced the end of the e\ H arm n
co mmunit in March I 27, he poke of th e erman
farmer
ho ould arri e in a fe\
ee
and r the
ngli h communiLY alread
tabli hed.
pon them he
placed hi hope and ga e hi ble ing. The erman
LO \ hom 0 en referred
ere the Re erend Ja ob
chnee and 12- 15 familie of Penn yl ania
erman
farmer, de cendanLs of the rank and AJemmani
of Central urope, who for 30 generaLion had made
their land the garden pot of the continent. Their
descendant in America likewi e had produced ' Lhe
most bounteous crops on the orth AmeFican continent " j) and duri ng the American Re olution had bee n
the co m missary for the Co lonial frontier.
econdguessing history, I wond er wha t would ha e hap pened
to the Owen ex periment had the Germans a rr ived the
year befo re.
Th e Reverend Schn ee's seco nd attempt at fo undin g
a religio us co mmuni ty was d oo med fro m th e sta rt.
Agai n t he ti ming was wro ng, t hro ugh no fault of hi s.
His first attem pt had fai led du e to the fi nan cial d epression fo llowi ng t he W ar o f 18 12. Whatever reaso ns
may be assigned to th e failure of hi s seco nd com munity, it must be tak en into consideratio n th e traum a
o f arri ving j ust as the Owen commun ity was brea king
up . P eople were leaving; som e wo uld return to the
scene of th ei r dream s, but the communal days were
over. It seemed fa~ a1 to attempt a communal so ciety
o n the sites o f the Harmonists' towns : Schnee's Harmony Institu te at old Harmon y lasted one year , five
months, and one day ; Robert Owen' s New Moral
World at New Harmon y las ted two years, two month s,
and twenty-four days ; however, the Harmony Society
continued with great s uccess for over a hundred years.
Schnee's followers in 1827 moved to Indianapolis
after one planting season, but the disappointed minister
went to Cincinnati and opened an apothecary shop.
He probably took along with him lohan Sweitzer,
about whom he had written Rapp in 1824:
There is a man staying here with the name Johan Sweitzer
(a Swiss) and he keeps an apothecary shop. He and his friend
who lives with him will probably move into that region this
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comi ng ummer (even if I can't make it that ea rl y) . He
will take hi apothecary bu iness with him, together with
other wi s wares, alico, Muslin, etc., which he ha with
him (if God will ). ,.

The following year Schnee returned to Indiana and
leased for twe'nty-one years the 806 acres called Macluria;
he renamed it chneeville. Son David wrote:
orne 300 acres of the land wa cleared and for this Father
paid $1 .60 per acre rent. What he cleared and th e timber he
had free of rent. He built a small granary and distillery
on Gresham reek, a half mile below the bridge, where he
conducted busines for a number of years."

Schnee' Mill is Ii ted in "Early Mills in Harmony
Town hip." At first he used oxen in a tread, but in
1834 he bought a team engine in Cincinnati to replace
the oxen, expanded his mill to include a flour mill,
aw mill, and di stillery all in one operation, and moved
the concern acro the road from hi re idence. David
injured hi knee in the machinery and was crippled for
life.
In a letter to me Dr. Arndt wrote that he co nsiders
this 1828 settlement as Schnee's third attempt at a religious community. If so, we may consider this third
attempt succe sful. In the 1824 letter to Frederick
Rapp , Schnee had written, "Even if this planned society
does not go into effect, I nevertheless shou ld like to
settle down in that region with my fa mil y." So here
was the answer to the puzzle about the large brick
mansion. Whether or not any of his friends lived with
him I do not know. His children ranged in age at that
time from six to twenty-two years . The eldest three
daughters were married. As the others matured and
married, they remained, at least for a time, in the family
complex. Of the fifty-one grandchildren, most were
born at the mansion, eleven before Cathari ne and Jacob
died .
For the children and other church members in the
area, Schnee established a very good church school in
a small building to the left of his hou se; it co~tinued to
operate until after the Civil War. Angeline Reeder
(1835-77), a granddaughter who was educated in the
school, also taught there afterward. The Reverend
Schnee also held Union services for the Lutherans and
Reformed Lutherans in his double parlor, whose folding
doors opened to make a room 20' by 40' with two
enormous fireplaces.
Like his brother John, Jacob Schnee took a prominent
part in the political life of Posey County; he even ran
for the state assembly on the Whig ticket, but was defeated by Robert Dale Owen, the Democratic candidate.
He served at least one five-year elective term as judge
of the Circuit Court of Posey County. There were
52 counties in Indiana at that time, and Posey County
was one of nine counties in the circuit served by three
judges, of whom Jacob Schnee was one. Like Abn:lham Lincoln in Springfield Illinois, a few years later,
the judges and lawyers (and sometimes the prisoners)
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travelled together in wagons or on horseback to the
county seats where the cases were to be tried . The
pay was $700 annually.
In 1835 the state legislature appointed three commissioners to survey and build a state road from New
Harmony to Evansville, a distance of twenty-seven
miles . The Reverend Schnee was one of those commissioners named and instructed "to proceed to make and
locate the said road, the nearest and best way of a width
not less than 30 or more than 60 feet as they deem
propper. " 16 For cutting the trees, grubbing, and grading
the road the commissioners received $1 .50 per day.
Also in 1835 the State Assembly passed two acts for
the improvement and encouragement of agriculture in
the state. 11 As a result, six county agricultural societies
were formed; Posey County was one and Jacob Schnee
was elected its president. As president - and with his
Pennsylvania background-he was a good choice to inaugurate the first county fair in backwoods southwestern
Indiana; it was held in October, 1836, and was extremely
successful. 18
The Reverend Jacob Schnee died August 14, 1838, a
year and a half after Catharine was laid to rest on
Schnee's Hill . His eldest son Gellert Schnee, William
Creese Pelham, and Robert Dale Owen were named to
administer his estate, which was valued by the court
for administration purposes at $30,000. Some of the
family continued living in the mansion until after the
Civil War, when the estate was sold to William Creese
Pelham; later Gellert Schnee was an administrator for
the W.C. Pelham estate. A footnote to the friendship
between the Schnee and Pelham families is that David
Schnee's daughter, Eleanora, and William Creese
Pelham's son, Louis, were married in 1884. It was their
son, Wilbur Pelham, who preserved most of the Schnee
family memorabilia.
No Schnees live in New Harmony today . After the
death of their parents, the ten children and their families
spread out, several joining the trek to the Far West.
Anna Maria, the eldest daughter, and her husband
Jacob Bauer joined his family in Indianapolis; they
were part of the wagon train in 1827 . Salome moved
to nearby Poseyville, then to Evansville; and Louisa,
widow of Captain George Washington Saltzman and
mother of Angeline Reeder by her first marriage, remained in New Harmony. Augustus Franken Schnee
and his wife Catherine Feit, Susanna Schnee and her
husband John Allen, and Charlotte Schnee and her
husband Albert Foster, all acquired farms in Montfort,
Grant Co ., Wisconsin in 1845. Caroline Schnee Bonnner died in 1848; Luther Schnee-also a Lutheran
minister-died in 1850. Gellert Schnee, the eldest son,
married late in life and moved to Arkansas City, Kansas.
David Schnee, the tenth child, remained in New
Harmony, where he died in 1909, the last of the communitarians who came to Posey County during the
Owen period.
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for per onal letter (the interpretation of which, ho e er, i mine); the late Geraldine Pote Youngblood
for family tradition; Janet Hor tman
nder on for
joining in famil re earch ince 1975; Gertrude Mohlin
Ziegler for the Pill burgh area material; and the Re erend
Da id . Mark, Pa lOr of nited hurch of hri t,
Lebanon, for the Tabor Reformed hurch material.
' Da id M . chnee, "Famil History and Genealogy" ( npublished manu ript, \ orking Men's In titute, pecial ollections,
ew Harmon ), p. 1. Da id, born in Lebanon in I 20, recorded
the manner of hi grandfather' death: "It was a lillie strange the
way Grandfather ame to his death.
ncle John had been Ii ing
out \ est for orne six or seven years when he went to visit his
father and brother in Pennsyl ania . He and aJl the brothers con·
cluded they would get together and isit the old man and surprise
him . The marched into his house one e ening unannounced . He
was silli ng at his su pper eating mush and milk when all his sons
entered . He was so 0 ercome with a feeling of joy that he arose
and began haking aJl 0 er until he dropped dead at their feet."
'Theodore E. chmauck, Old Salem of Lebanon (Lancaster, 1898),
p. 139.
'Catharine was the daughter of Michael Krebs, one of twel ve Revolutionary war oldiers whose names are inscribed on a bronze plaque
in the church vestibule. Krebs is buried in the old ce metery in back
of the church with his wife Maria Margaret Fortune, daughter of
Melchior and Barbara Fortune. Melchior Fortune (Fordney, etc.)
was a French Huguenot who had fled France during the persecution
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of the Huguenot going to Otterburg in the Palatinate and later
migrated to Penn sylvania, arriving Augu st 30, 1737. Melchior had
four brother who ca me to America : David , Francis, Mi chael , and
Jona . In the History of the Reformed Church of Lancaster, the
Fordney are listed among "prominent members of the co ngregation
of 1750."
'Harlow Lindley , ed., Indiana a seen by Early Indian Travelers
(Indiana Hi torical ommission , 1916) , p. 171.
' Daniel Miller, The German Newspapers of Lebanon County
(Lebanon ounty Historical ociety, 1910) , Vol. 5, No . 4, p. 147 .
ee al 0 pp . 132-37.
, chma uck, op. cit., p. 152-53 .
, chm auck credit Jacob Schnee; P .
roll , Ancient and Historic
Landmarks in the Lebanon Valley (Lebanon, 1895), p. 267 credits
John chnee with translating it into German and printing it.
I
roll , op. cit., p. 267 .
, chmauck, op. cit., p. 153 .
,o Miller, op. cit., p . 133 .
" Docum emary Hi tory of the Evangelical Lutheran Ministerium of
Penn y lvania and Adjacent tates, Proceedings of the Annual Convemion from 1748 to 182 1 (Philadelphia, 1898), p. 455 .
" Jacob would now draw closer to hi older brother John and
eventually they would cast their lot together in the Mid-We t.
" Documentary Hi tory . .. Ministerium ... , p . 455 .
" Ibid., p. 459 .
" Ibid., p. 460 .
" Ibid.
" Ellis B. Burges , History of the Pitt burgh Synod (Pittsburgh,
1932), p. 232 .
" Ibid. , p. 225 .
" Karl J .R. Arndt , George Rapp's Harmony ociety, 1785-1847
(Philadelphia, 1965), p. 69 .
,o Karl J .R. Arndt , Harmony on th e Connoquenessing (Worcester,
1980), p . 950; see al 0 p . 944 .
" Karl J . R. Arndt , A Documentary History of the Indiana Decade
of the Harmony Society 1814-1819, Vol. I (Indianapoli, 1975),
p. 126.
" Ibid., p . 126.
eeal opp . 151,161.
" Ibid., p. 365 .
ee alo pp. 129, 144, 212; ee also Arndt 's
George Rapp 's Harmony, p. 140.
" Arndt, Indiana Decade . .. Vol. I, p. 740.
" Ibid., p . 643 . For depth of the financial depression ee al 0 pp .
598,603,621,630-31,640,664 .
" Ibid., p . 299.
" Ibid.
" Ibid.
" Documentary History . .. Ministerium ... , p. 481 .
,olbid., p . 477 .
" Arndt, ... Indiana Decade . .. Vol. I, p. 299.
" Ibid., p. 309.
)) Ibid., p. 350.
" Ibid. , p. 365.
" Ibid.
" Ibid., p. 367 .
" Ibid., p. 522.
" Ibid.
" Ibid. , p. 523 .
,ol bid.
" Ibid., p. 546.
"Ibid., p. 555 .
"Ibid ., pp. 413, 440-42.
"Arndt, George Rapp's Harmony . .. ,p. 182.
"Karl J. R. Arndt, Indiana Decade of the Harmony Society 18141824, Vol. II (Indianapo lis, 1978), p. 78 1.
"Ibid ., p. 599.
"Ibid., p . 900.
"Documentary History . . . Ministerium .. . , p. 559.
" Ibid., p . 575 .
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" The Pennsylvania Dutchman, Alfred L. Shoemaker, "Checklist
of the German-Language Newspapers of Lancaster County," pp . 4, 8;
Shoemaker, "Biographies of Lancaster Publishers," p . 8, (Lancaster ,
Vol. lIl, No. 22, April 15, 1952).
" Arndt,lndiana Decade . . . II , p. 787.
" Ibid. , p . 796 .
" Oscar Kuhns, The German and Swiss Selliements of Pennsylvania:
A Study of the So-called Pennsylvania Dutch (New York , 1901),
pp . 7, 61, 222.
" Arndt , Indiana Decade . .. II, p . 797 .
" Schnee, op. cit ., p. 2.
" The Disseminator, Maclure School of Industry, New Harmony,
April 4, 1835.
" Gayle Thornbrough and Dorothy Riker, comp., Readings in
Indiana History, Ind. Hist. Collections, Vol. XXXVI (Indianapolis,
1956), p. 384 .
" The excitement of the fair crackles through the pages of the Posey
County Agri cultural Society's Acco unt Book, Oct. 1836-0cl. 1841the last year the Fair was held after the bankruptcy of the State
government. Despi te pouring rain on opening day and the ignorance
of some of the populace in the ways of a Fair, there was good
attendance and representation of entrants in all categories, especially
in those of horses and cattle. A specially designed diploma and
premiums valued between $200-300 were offered . Prizes consisted
of sets of silver spoons, a dressi ng table, coffee pot, dairy pottery, a
waistcoat, hat, boots, vest pattern, skirring leather and bridle, one of
Evans' plough, two volumes of the Cultivator, a subscription to the
Di eminaror, cash pri zes, etc.
Entries included tall ions, brood mares, draught horses, riding
horses, yearling co lts, jacks, bulls, milch cows, yokes of oxen, beef
cattle, spring calves, ram s, ewes, boars, sows, fatted hogs, shoats;
many articles of produce such as best ten acres of corn, onions,
potatoes, wheat, oats; 50 bu . of charcoal; a wagonload of coal; lot
of staves; lot of shingles; lot of Merino lamb's wool; cooperage;
dozen calf skins; and a number of home- manufactu~ed domestics:
raw silk, coverlids, best 20 yds. of Jane's, six pr. knit socks, best
piece of nannel, blanket 's wool, et cetera.
A ploughing match was held . On the third day of the Fair, there
was a di po al of all live tock and of all articles of domestic industry
by public or private sale. Jacob Schnee won cash prizes for the
best dozen shoats, be t boar and best ow. His son Augustus
Franken won the first three prizes for milch cows. Not a bad
beginning for a first Fair in the frontier days of the Mid-West!
" The qua Ii tie of the Reverend chnee show up frequently in his
descendants . An example is George Washington Snow-son of
Augu stuS Franken chnee- who wa born in the Schnee Mansion in
1842. His qualities of leadership as one of the earliest and most
indu triou s pioneers of the Dakota Territory contributed to the rapid
development of its finance, commerce, and agriculture, according to
one of his biographer . After erving in the Union Army during
the ivi l War, now moved into the Dakota Territory in 1869,
initially in search of gold in the Black H ill. He found some gold,
but opted to sell supplie to the miners which proved more profitable.
Snow acquired large acreages of big timber and set up a awmill
along the banks of the Missouri River; he made a fortune in real
estate, and at one time or other "owned nearly every tract of land
in the township where pringfield is located ." He al 0 amassed
about 4500 acres of fine farming and grazing lands, 1700 of which
were under cultivation, in adjacent counties; e tabli hed the Bank of
Springfield and an in urance company; helped establi h the South
Dakota State Normal chool; served a a member of the Board of
Education; was trea urer of Bon Homme County; was a member of
the Constitutional Convention in 1885; erved in both Houses of the
State legislature and served two terms as Lieutenant Governor of
South Dakota . King bury stated that "few have done more in
shaping the affairs, not only of the home locality but in the state at
large. "
" Kuhn , Gp. cit., pp. 7, 6 1, 222 .

A TOUR OF AMERICA S
MOST SUCCESSFUL UTOPIA:
HARMONIE, PENNSYLVANIA 1803-1815
B) Karl 1. R.

rndt

Ollnoqllene mg, 1 03 -1 15 .' I r their I al Ii rar
d e not p e the e d ument r} hi t fie , the
n
be pur ha ed dire tl r m the uth r.
Before begtnntng ur tour let me a \..
nlder the e\alUallon \\hl h the
men an e
Matthew
are} pia ed up n the re rd a
HarmoOl t : .. he elliement made more rapid ad an e in wealth and pro pent . th n an equal b d
of men in the \ orld at any period f time. more, in
one ear, than other part f the nited tate . . . ha e
done in ten ." ~
0110
me no\ a I point out ea h building and it
purpo e, and each hou e and the nam e of the famil
Ii ing there:
TO R OF

As motto for his The Story 0/ Utopias, I Lewi Mum ford print the view" A map of the world that doe not
include Utopia i not worth eve n glancing at." Becau e mo t modern map fail to meet thi standard of
excellence, a manuscript map of America' mo t ucce ful utopia, Harmonie, Penn ylvania, 1803- 1815 , i
herewith provided with a tour of the town 0 that
reader may add thi unique information to their atla e
for improvement. Mumford 's fine book aloha great
word of prai e for Andreae' co nception of a utopia,
hi Chri tianopolis,2 and he place him houlder to
houlder with Plato. J What plea e me particularly
about this compliment is that Andreae dedicated hi
book to Johann Arndt and Harmonie, P enn ylvania,
in a en e is an incarnation of Chri rianopolis, which
wa written at Vaihingen an der Enz, quite near Iptmgen
from whence George Rapp went forth to Western
Pennsylvania to build his utopia, Harmonie . At this
time I am limiting myself entirely to a tour of Rapp 's
utopia using as our guide the map drawn by the inhabitant
Walrath Weingartner; but readers - after completing
this tour and being interested in the full account of the
idealists who carved this town out of the forests of
Western Pennsylvania - are invited to consult my George
Rapp's Separatists, 1700-1803 and Harmony on the

H

TOW

ntering by the road on the e treme
[i .e. top left]
corner of the map, mo ing to\ ard the bridge, fir t
building right chaat tall = heep table, ne t right
Heuhaus= hay barn, left chaat tall = heep table:
turning right on road: left Farb cheerhaus dye hearing house, right teickel haus= conduit house, left Krauter,
near creek Gerberschab = Tanner
hop; left to bridge
Rindenhaus
tan hou e, ~ eisgerberschab
ta'>' er'
hop, Leibrant, alt srilhaus= old till; right Philip Keppler, D. Veckenbusch, aIr Keppler, unmarked building,
behind the e: Wiese-meadow, below on right: Docter
ro ing
garten doctor ' garden (botanical garden) .
bridge at left Gurscher; above J. R eichert, then rope
walk to alte Oelmuhl-old oil mill, Seilerschab = rope
maker' hop; Kie/er. chab = cooper' hop, Stillhaus =
till; L. Schreiber; East ide of street below: Beiser,
Kepler, chanbacher, Herman, Worner, Alte Scholle.
Then Wiese = meadow. Opposite stillhouse going South:
Bessan, F. Frank, Trautwein, G. Ruhle. Turning right
and We t one block on left SE corner: Starck; SW
corner: F. Haug; along treet goi ng orth: right J.
Ehman, D . SchOller, C. Eigner, Klingenstein, Hurlebaus,
Juliana Ehman, D. liiupple; crossi ng street: Konselman; on slanting street: Hutmacher Schab hatmaker 's
shop; across street North: 1. Schreiber, Scheur = barn.
Returning South on West side of street: A. Rei!, C.
Bauer, Schab = shop, Riesch, S. Weidenbach, C. Leucht,
C. Miller; across street: Maschenen Haus machine
house (manufacturing house.) Blockscheure= barn;

=
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=

=

=

=
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behind this : H euhof = hay yard, lall = table , behind
table Welschkornh off= Indian corn torage; contin uing on the road: C . Vahinger, C . For. chner, A. Knodel.
Left on treet going We t : Konig; W corner : Hining.
Going orth along right ide of th e treet : D . Knodel,
A. Cayer, J. R eichert, C. Muller, Wagner chab =
cartwright '
hop , Boringer, 1. Langenbacher, unmarked building; acro
treet at corner: Wirzhau =
inn , Ku che = kitchen, behind kitchen: Slall = table, F.

Rapp,
athaneal Weingartner, M. Scholle, Vester;
acro s street : Wagner returning on We t ide of thi
treet going outh : H . Laupple, Hinger, Schuhle; a cro
street: Epple, A . Schreiber, Waldman, Schreiner chab =
carpenter shop, slall = stable, behind carpenter hop:
Fruchthaus = granary, C. Rapp, Stohr= tore; acro
treet : Schuhmacher u. Schneider Schab u. Packhaus =
shoemaker and tailor shop and packing house, C.
Schmit, Cotterba, Schmitshab = blacksmith' hop, F.
Lauple, Neff, Durwachter, Dreherschab = turner' hop,
R. Ruff,' across street: C. Wohrle. Going west of left:
J. Lauple, 1. Kurz. Starting at South end of first street
above orchard going North on right: Flach, Becker,
Daut, Wohrle; across street: Bohm, Bierhaus = brewery,
C. Bentel, Blessing, Heile (Heinle), Hartman, Wohlgemuth, Rail, Pfeil, Feucht; across street: Eigner, F.
Kurz, Viemaier, Bensenhofer, Schnebere, Autrith; acros
treet : Scheel. Back on West side going South :
Kramer, Benger, Dengler, D. Miller u. Silber, Mahle,
Stall stable, Leimhaus= clay house, Block Scheur=
block barn, Scheurenhoff = barn yard, Mezel = slaughter
house, Stall = stable, Mutschler, Schaal, F. Bieler, J.

=
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Thorwart, J . Launer; across street: D. Kant, A. Jung,
J. Schafer. Fir t cross street running East going West
below bridge beside Connoqueness ing, Seijenschab =
soap hop, L eize; right : 1. R eij, alt Mutschler, Kreil,
cheel. To right in field: Hier wurde das erste
Liebesmahl gehalten im Jahr 1805. (Here the fir t
agape was held in the year 1805.) Second street from
East going We t: in second block on left, Wagner u.
Bentel; third block on left ide, the church. Third
cro
treet from Ea t going We t: middle of econd
block on left, Konig, middle of third block on left, J.
Laupple, J. Kurtz.
In 1815 the Harmoni st old thi s utopia to Abraham
Ziegler, a real Pennsylvania Dutchman, and moved to
the Waba h in Indiana, where they built another utopia
better than the fir t. After ten years they old thi
second utopia to Robert Owen from cotland and
moved back to Penn ylvania and below Pitt burgh
built their third utopia " Economy on the Ohio." Here
the Society remained until it wa di solved in 1916.
E DNOTE

' Lewis Mum fo rd , Th e lory of Ulopias, ew Yo rk : Th e Viking
Press, 1962. Title page.
' 1. V. Andreae; Chrislianopolis, Philipp Reclam Jun . tuttgarl.

1975 . AilS dem Lale-nischen liberselzt, kommenriert lind mil eillem
achwort herall gegebell VO Il Wol fgang Biesterfeld . (Original Latin
editi on 1619)
' Mumford, op. cil. p. 99 .
'Both published 1980 and 19 1 by Harmony ociety Press. Box
A 57 , Clark University, Worcester , Ma .
' Matthew arey, preface to hi Addresses of Ihe Philadelphia
ociely fo r Ihe Prom olioll of aliollal Induslry, ixth edition,
Philadelphia, 1822.
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~CttttGlJ{utlttitl ~utc~
ri e \I anheim a hc b ened i{ honl}
'forL {he {urn r (he emur) .
hi Ilem lir { aprx:areJ
in (he fle}!el \ell. r' cbruar) II. I ., I. and I 01, e
a\ allablc {hr ugh (he l: unt: ) of J hn . I-. endlg.]
[8 yd de

B Jack B o d

I think I a ' about t el e ear old hen m father
fir { t ok me to Manheim, Penn I ania - in Lan ter
unty - {O i it hi relation . Thi \ a the fir t time
I wa con ciou of the fa t that I had relati e. The
(wn a chuck full of Bo d of all age and both
se e. He and I pent twO week there and I ne er
anted LO go ba k to Philadelphia.
or the fir t time I knew the fun and pride of ailing
pe pie aunt and uncle in tead of r. and
r.
or
the fir t time I knew the plea ure and pain of going
barefo t, f wimmi ng in a muddy creek, of v atching
farmer har e t their rop, of wearing only a hirt
and a pai r of "0 er ha ll " and Ii tening LO people peak
the fas inati ng Penn ylvania Dutch language. I learned
to play ba eba ll and e perienced the cu LOm of gelling
"d re sed fo r the evening." I n Philadelphia I got
d re ed in th e mo rn ing a nd tayed dre ed all da. For
the fi r t ti me I knew the thrill of being in a Jenny
Li nd, a rub ber-ti red buggy behind a fast mo ing hor e.
Fo r the fi r I ti me I ca ught a fi h. For the fir t time
I aw "plai n people."
Fi nd ing me a place to board, m father left me in
Manh eim for the re t of the summer. After that fir t
ummer I went back a lmost every ear until I "a
through hi gh chool and tarted working.
What appealed to me mo t was the fact that practi ally
everyt hing a boy wa nt ed to do "a within a hort
wa lking o r bi ycling di ta nce of \ here he lept and ate.
o mo tor ca rs were needed a nd there" a no need of
a trolley ca r. There wa a tro ll ey line to the ity of
La nca ter, bu t that tow n co uld be reached b bicycle
in an hour' time a t no co t.
There al 0 were gi rl . Beautifu l girl e er \ here.
Girl to play tenni with , gi rl to pla n - and prepa re
for - picni cs, parties and dance. Gi rl to" alk home
from church on Wednesday and Su nday e ening ,
girls to treat to ice crea m, gi rl to be ki sed good
night at nine-thirty or therea bo ut at their fro nt door.
Girl who played piano and a ng.
There al 0 was a group of boys who co uld play
mandolins - and fortunately one boy wh o could play
a guitar and who had a true ear for the ri ght chords .
There were about eight of us and in the absence of radios

and ph no raph \\e re II) made mu I {h { pe pic enjoyed r Id (he) did. We ang barber- h p {yle t
nd I learned t Ing the harde { p n fir {
ba
ur in trumental mu i \\ a 0 g d {hal \\ e \\ ere
on e engaged at a dollar he d t pIa} f r a
turda '
night jamboree a{ a ro -r d ho{el {Bri (..en ille five mil e nonh of lanheim.
I re all i{ there were
about ten of u taken {o the ene in a hired {\ -ho r e
bu .
ight of u pIa ed and {\ 0 \ en{ al ng \\ith borro ed mandolin \ ho LOU hed not a ingle {ring. I
think that e erybod pr em as more or I intoxi ted
before the e ening \ a 0 er e ept we mandolin pIa er .
e ale our el e inLO a oma on {he free lun h,
but e got no liquor.
I recall another imilar mu i al interlude at \ hi h
ent to Reading for a fireman' parade a
three of u
he
temporar member of the fife and drum orp.
contract called for a certain number of mu i ian but
three playing member didn t ho\ up.
0 three of u
e of cour e
boy donned uniform and carried fife.
merely ent through the motion of fife pia ing but
we got paid and had a whale of a time.

M anheim Decoration (M em oria/) Day Parade in May ,
1894.
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Another source of mu ic was to be found in the
home o f everal of th e girls where there were pianos
and girls who could really play them. I could pla y
pi ano, too, but not a well a mo t of the girls.
We ang all the popular songs of the time such as:
" Alexa nder' Rag Time Band," " Waiting for th e Robert . Lee ," " My Hannah Lady," " Lamb, Lamb ,
Lamb ," " Mr. Dooley," " Ju st One Girl ," " Th e Banks
of the Wa ba h," " Wait Till th e Sun Shines Nellie," and
o on. A fter orne hours of thi we would adjourn to
the ice crea m parlor and eat ice cream a nd pretzels.
Pretzel! What a flood of memori e ju t the word
recall . The old Manh eim and Lititz pretzels in those
day were an accepted part - and a big part - of the
La nca ter oun ty di etary. They took th e place of the
modern hot-dog and the hamburger. They are till
made but th ey don ' t seem to ha ve th e old tim e ta teo
I gue perhaps I have changed more than the pretzel .
There wa a pretzel bakery in Manheim down near
the railroad tation run by a man named Yocum, where
we boys were always welcome. We purcha ed broken
pretzels called "cripple " for almost nothing a pound
and on one occa ion I remember one of my many
cou ins actually stole about two pounds of chee e at
his grandfather' store and with a bag of cripple we
had a feast at the wimming hole, a rep a t wa hed
down with cold water from a nearby pring. It 's hard
to imagine anything that ever ta ted more deliciou .
What used to fa cinate me about pretzel was to
watch the "benders" - a they were called - make a
pretzel out of a piece of dough by the seeming miraculous action of merely throwing the rolled out dough
into the air. It went up as a piece of dough, it came
down a pretzel, knot and all. The aroma around
the old time brick pretzel oven was omething that
cannot be described. It wa something like the mell in
an ola kitchen when bread wa being baked in a wood
stove.
As I said before, pretzel were always erved with a
plate of ice cream. I had never ta ted this combination in Philadelphia but it was far superior to ice cream
and cake. The contrast between the sweet ice cream
and the salty pretzel eemed as perfect as that of ham
and eggs, corned beef and cabbage, liver and bacon
and other well known inseparable. Penn ylvania
Dutch cooking in general, so often messed up by modern Lancaster County cooks for the bus-tourist trade,
will be mis-treated in a special chapter - recipe and
all.
Many of the Boyd relatives were "plain people" Mennonites or Dunkards. I had no Amish relative.
In fact there were almost no Amish farmers around
Manheim. They were, and still are, concentrated in
the eastern part of the county. One of my many boarding places was located next door to a Dunkard Church
and that like the smell of a pretzel bakery, defies ade142

quate description . In the summer with the windows
open th e sound effects on the ears of a rather quiet,
conservative Arch Street methodist, were more than
startling . Not being allowed the use of any kind of
musical instrument the hymn singing was particularly
uniqu e. Since even a pitiful little tuning fork was
proscribed, th e song leader had to set tl:le pitch of a
hymn himself. Usually the first setting was far too high
and the second mu ch too low, but as a general rule
the third attempt would be about right for the congregation . And they really sang. LOUD! When the
hymn business was over and the congregation utterly
exhausted , a long-bearded old man would preach and
pray in German in a bellowing voice that could be
heard a good half mile . Maybe he thought he had
to shou t so that the folk s in Heaven could hear him.
T he absence of a public address system was not noticed.
Every preacher was perforce a loud speaker per se.
I soon di scovered that there was very little social
contact between farm youngsters and those of town.
In the daytime the farm boys who were old enough to
lift a hoe were at work in the fields and all girls over
ten at work in the kitchen . These youngsters were
never around town in the daytime. In the evening
the farm boy would get dressed, hitch up their horses
and take their best girls driving in their gleaming
buggies. I believe every farm boy - plain or fancy had a lick buggy and a girl and a fast horse.
And they all drove like Jehu. The country roads were
not altogether afe for pede trian or regular driver
after dark.
One modern touch which seemed not to exi t in
a small town fifty years ago wa juvenile delinquency.
We juvenile had lots of fun but I do not recall that
any of u got into any seriou trouble with the authorities. I know that the town had no policeman, but
there wa a con table and a ju tice of the peace, but
they never had occa ion to hale u before them.
One of my cousins u ed to get into trouble with hi
father almost daily and I remember many in tances
where he was given a "licking." One day he wore
his father' Sunday hoe to call on one of his girlfriends at Mt. Joy. The shoe were not mi ed until
evening when his father needed them to attend a lodge
meeting. When Harry returned the re ulting cha ti ement which took place all over the house wa a seriocomic affair I will never forget. I felt keenly for
Harry every time the rod caught him, but his leaping
over chairs, table and bed like an antelope wa
highly ludicrous.
One of our e tablished hangout was a barber hop
the proprietor of which was an overgrown boy with a
fund of ideas. He would think up things like this:
the Reformed preacher had in his living room a large,
revolving bookca e. A few of us were to vi it the
reverend gentleman upon some pretext and given the
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On the march - Decoration Day, 1 96.

Decoration Day '97.
Manheim's Decoration Day Parade of 1897.

The Reverend Tobias speaks at the cemetery program 1974.
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M emorial Day - May 30, 1977.

All alone - ils Po I
member gone.

opportunity, to tie a piece of fish line to the top of
the book-case and carry the other end of string outside
the house. When the preacher got settled the string
was pulled and down crashed the book-case. Naturally
no boys were near the house when the preacher recovered
and got to the door.
Thi s barber and some of the town boys also showed
me how to catch elbatritches. The victim of this game
was stationed somewhere in the country after dark and
told to stay in a fence corner with a bag, while the
other boys drove the elbatritches to the spot. Of
course, all hands went home leaving the victim to figure
the thing out for himself.
All that sort of brings us up to date, for you will
till find present day practical jokers in all parts of
the Pennsylvania Dutch country who talk of hunting
elbatritches . Some of the best of them, or those who
are storytellers, at least, have accumulations of countless tales of the traps, plans, gullible fellows or just
greenhorn and their long cold wet nights, leaning
against an old maple tree and holding the open end
of a burlap sack for hours on end. And all that while
their friends and tormentors sat, laughing, by the fire,
or raised yet another glass to the ultimate lesson to
be learned by the victim.

John D . Kendig on lefl .

May 1894.

ABOUT JACK BOYD
Hi s real name was Leo Boyd and he was born in
Philadelphia about 1886. Hi s mother died at an early
age, and the boy and hi father moved from the out kirts
of the city into an apartment at 1333 Arch Street that
was nearer to the father' work. Jack wa often left
much on hi s own and soon developed an avid intere tin
the city life around him. At eight years of age he was
taken to ee Shakespearean p lays , and at twelve he wa
a camera bug. He was al 0 interested in mu ic and
took piano less ons and played other instrument.
After graduating from Central High School in 1904
with a B.S. degree in Economics, he got a clerical
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position with the Girard estate at the grand salary of
$30.00 per month. After a year of thi , he entered the
Wharton School in the ophomore cla at the University
of Pennsylvania. There he met Jess Gingrich of
Manheim. From then on he pent mo t of hi summer
in Lancaster County and, eventually, moved there
permanently. He worked as an advertising man for a
Lititz company and wa an active member of the Lititz
Camera Club for many year. He was married late in
life and not very happily for hi wife soon became an
invalid. Jack wa a very friendly and intere ting man
to know; he died about 1957.
John D. Kendig.

Pennsylvania German Studies Seminars
Ursinus College 1983
ach ummer for the pa t (en year, e ha e offered Folk ulture our e
college credit; we do so again in July- ugu t 19 3.
tudent of r inu
other intere ted may enroll through: The Director, ummer
hool,
r inu
ollege,
ollegeville PA 19426 . The e eminar on tiLUte an Offi ial Perkiomen Region Tri ce ntennia1 E ent.
PGS 424.

EM! AR:Migration/ Pfalz

Jul 27- ug 2 [9- 12]

German migration LO Penna, e p. Mennonit e & Palatine 16 3-1 15. Origins of German- peaking emlgram
to Penna, from fir t landing through wa es of Palatine, Z, eibrucken and other Rh inelander. One semester hour.

PGS 425.

EM ! AR:Migrationl \ abian,

1683- 1 15 ettiemems of
e kar
amalgamation. One semester hour.

PGS 426.

alley, Swabian,

\ i .
wis,

SEM I AR:Migrationl chwenkfelder

Dr. PRO S
Hes ian and

Dr. PAR 0

ug . 3-9 [9-12]

I atian German

and

Aug.10-16

their

[9-12]

To I 15.
chwenkfelder, Mora ian, German evemh Da Bapti ts and
mi h, along with other Old
Order people, their origins and subsequem settlement in Penna . One semester hour.

SEMI AR:GERMA
PGS 424,425,426.

MIGRA TIO
PAR 0

27 Jul.-16 Aug.

1683- 1815 . Modular schedule; ombined three-credit unit comprehending all three eeks listed above, w!comparative bibliograph and special concern for similaritie and differences . Three semester hours.

STUDENTS electing thi SEMI AR are encouraged to con ider the 1983 Penna German
Heritage Tour, July 11-25, conducted by Marie K. Graeff, a intensi e preparation
and invaluable experience for this class. Inquire for detail .

July 1-3-4-5-C,

7-8-"-10,1"83

The Festival and its Sponsorship
The Kutztown Folk Festival is sponsored by the Pennsylvania Folklife Society, a
nonprofit educational corporation affiliated with URSINUS COLLEGE, Collegeville, Pennsylvania . The Society's purposes are threefold: First, the demonstrating
and displaying of the lore and folkways of the Pennsylvania Dutch through the
annual Kutztown Folk Festival; second, the collecting, studying, archiving and
publishing the lore of the Dutch Country and Pennsylvania through the publication of PENNSYLVANIA FOlKlIFE Magazine; and third, using the proceeds
for scholarships and general educational purposes at URSINUS COLLEGE.

FOR THE FOLK FESTIVAL BROCHURE WRITE TO:

Pennsylvania folklife Society
College Blvd. &Vine, Kutztown, Fa. 19530

